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**WELCOME**

The heroes of dekleptification are the civil society actors and other engaged citizens who risk it all to open windows of opportunity, make government work for the people, and lead their country toward a post-kleptocratic future. They are the entrepreneurs who get fed up with paying bribes so they take to the streets, environmental activists who expose the truth about corrupt mining concessions, investigative journalists who reveal the criminal dealings of “untouchable” oligarchs, honest prosecutors who press charges against the country’s most powerful crooks, policy advocates who push for transparency and accountability, grassroots organizers who get out the vote in record numbers, political newcomers in whom an entire country vests its hopes, and all the bold reformers—in and out of government—who dedicate themselves to delivering on public mandates for dekleptification. At USAID, it is our honor to walk with these front-line reformers through the hotly contested process of building new governing institutions, have their backs when the going gets tough, and share their lessons with the world.

This guidance is a resource for USAID staff working in countries trapped in severe corruption, particularly those whose courageous citizens open windows of opportunity for reform. It also aims to set the agenda for the broader community of donors, implementing partners, scholars, and other experts focused on countering kleptocracy and strategic corruption.

This is one component of a suite of policy and programmatic products that the Anti-Corruption Task Force (ACTF) is developing to durably elevate anti-corruption at USAID and advance the implementation of the U.S. Strategy on Countering Corruption. Those resources will be regularly updated and posted at https://www.usaid.gov/anti-corruption.

This publication was prepared by a USAID task team composed of representatives from 30 Missions, Bureaus, and Independent Offices and chaired by ACTF Senior Policy Fellow Josh Rudolph. The team would like to extend its sincere appreciation to those who contributed to the drafting and feedback processes, including sectoral and bureau colleagues, roughly 100 external experts, ACTF staff across all pillars, ACTF Deputy for Policy Abigail Bellows, and ACTF Executive Director Shannon Green.

“And we’re going all in on dekleptification. Today, I’m announcing the creation of a new dekleptification guide—a handbook to help countries make the difficult transition from kleptocracy to democracy. This guide, drawn from previous democratic openings in Romania, Dominican Republic, and South Africa, provides advice to reformers on how to root out deeply entrenched corruption and technical advice on how to implement radical transparency and accountability measures, how to stand up new anti-corruption structures. Moving rapidly and aggressively in historic windows of opportunity will make these reforms harder to reverse.”

USAID Administrator Samantha Power, remarks delivered on June 7, 2022
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SUMMARY

When voters, protestors, and other engaged citizens open windows of opportunity to dismantle “kleptocracy”—government controlled by officials who use political power to appropriate the wealth of their nation—all too often reform momentum dissipates within a couple years. At that point, corrupt elements retake power. But over the past two decades, audacious anti-corruption reform movements in countries transitioning away from kleptocracy have met these historic moments and sustained institutional reforms. These reformers innovate radically transparent disclosure requirements, strictly independent accountability bodies, and structurally inclusive economic growth policies. They stand up these institutions faster than the traditional incrementalism of anti-corruption development. And they scope the policy details—how much information becomes public, how foreign experts vet candidates to lead anti-corruption bodies, how aggressively oligarch-owned monopolies are broken up, etc.—to be far more transparent, independent, and inclusive than in countries not suffering from kleptocracy and foreign-backed “strategic corruption.”

At key moments, USAID has been deeply involved in helping these front-line reformers design and implement powerful tools, which range from public asset declarations (see image) and ownership registries to specialized institutions to prevent, investigate, prosecute, and rule on cases of grand corruption. Based on a series of stocktaking exercises with USAID experts who worked on these efforts, this guide collates promising interventions and lessons learned from “dekpleptification,” which is the process of uprooting entrenched kleptocratic structures. The toolkit draws from Ukrainian public transparency, Romanian independent prosecution, Malaysian internationalization of prosecution, Moldovan vetting of judges and prosecutors, Georgian police reform, South African grassroots activism, Dominican procurement systems, and other interventions. And while USAID and other aid organizations regularly recommend lists of technical reforms, just as pivotal for dekleptification is the active engagement by USAID and its partners in the messy political process of pursuing such reforms. These dynamic and contested situations call for rapid action, strategic sequencing, timely information, adaptive leadership, broad coalitions, proactive communications, coordinated diplomacy, international conditionality, flexible programming, mid-course corrections, and other tactics.

Building the institutions of dekleptification and forging a post-kleptocratic social contract is only possible amid the highest levels of political will. This is typically demanded by major segments of society who mobilize to remove a kleptocrat from power. USAID does not pry these windows open. But it does at all times stand in support of civic actors such as investigative journalists and issue advocates. USAID also ramps up support for the reformist government after citizens complete a legitimate process of self-determination to pursue dekleptification. And aid is delivered in transparent, voluntary, and even-handed ways that are quite the opposite of covert, coercive, and corrupt interference in democratic processes. The objective of dekleptification support is to help reformist governments deliver upon public mandates for anti-corruption, converting windows of opportunity into virtuous circles. That’s when inclusive institutions become more effective and popular over time, and thus more resilient to attempts by foreign and domestic kleptocrats to regain power and undermine reform. No set of policy recommendations offers a simple recipe to make...
dekleptification work. But the process is more likely to succeed when USAID and other donors sequence support around windows of opportunity for reform:

- **Before the Window**: Lay the groundwork for future openings by developing rich political analysis of corrupt activity and kleptocratic networks in the country, supporting investigative journalists and civil society advocates who expose corruption and frame public debates, helping local partners reach consensus about which policy reforms to prioritize in the future, and preparing flexible aid mechanisms and funding pools that can be redirected and scaled up quickly.

- **During the Window**: Work with the reformist government and civic actors to rapidly show the public results across three dimensions: transparency, accountability, and inclusion. First, expose and deter corruption through public transparency disclosures. This might include requiring public officials to declare their assets, establishing registries identifying the true beneficial owners of companies, and migrating public procurement to online platforms. Second, that digitized information about who owns what, and how state resources are being spent, informs investigations by civil society and law enforcement. Pursue justice on grand corruption via specialized anti-corruption bodies, headed by leaders whose integrity has been vetted by reputable foreign experts. Third, break the corrupt and monopolistic hold that oligarchs have long enjoyed over captured revenue streams. Fill that vacated economic space with honest entrepreneurs and businesses that thrive on a competitive playing field.

- **After the Window**: Understand how and why the window is closing, including whether “rekleptification” takes the form of gradual backsliding, violent backlash, or some middle ground. Hold the increasingly corrupt government accountable with sharper U.S. government interventions such as more forceful public diplomacy, redirection of aid away from the corrupt government and toward civil society, and sanctions on high-level corrupt figures.

Dekleptification also involves two planning and programming needs that USAID and other donors should persistently address in varying forms throughout the cycle of political will. First, employ applied political economy analysis and external assessment tools to map corrupt activity, kleptocratic networks, reform coalitions, and policy priorities. Political analysis is particularly timely in the months before and after windows open, but is always needed and must constantly be updated. Second, support investigative journalists and civil society activists who expose corruption and push for reform. These change agents take center stage in dekleptification, where they constantly need connections to peers, protective services, defamation defense, responses to disinformation, political amplification, flexible and reliable funding, and other forms of support.

The Ukrainian people have shown the world that dekleptification can be the most intensive form of anti-corruption. It requires innovation and perseverance. Ukraine’s resolute defense against Russia’s brutal attempt at recolonization and rekleptification shows how the governing capacity and public morale that flow from successful dekleptification can be the key to preserving democracy and protecting national sovereignty. Relying upon and building on the anti-corruption institutions Ukraine has erected over the past eight years will be key to a successful recovery and reconstruction process.

This forceful and strategic approach to dismantling kleptocratic structures is informed by USAID’s local depth and specialized expertise, which offer unique contributions to U.S. efforts against transnational kleptocracy and strategic corruption. But overcoming the deep pockets and malign influence of kleptocrats and oligarchs is only possible by joining forces across the global community of donors, implementing partners, scholars, and other experts focused on how international aid can counter kleptocracy and strategic corruption.
STRATEGIC CONTEXT: WINDOWS TO ROLL BACK KLEPTOCRACY AND STRATEGIC CORRUPTION

The global role of autocratic kleptocracy and its interaction with international development have evolved dramatically throughout the second half of USAID’s 60-year history.

During the Cold War, authoritarian regimes tried to win over the hearts and minds of the masses with appeals to communist ideology. They used military might to project power around the world. Moscow locked its imperial subjects into the fixed geopolitical structures of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. For the United States, it was often tempting to partner with kleptocrats in what was then called the “third world” to contain communism or work on development.

Despite the return of great power competition, today’s strategic context is fundamentally different. The leading authoritarian regimes have reorganized as kleptocracies. They steal from the masses to buy the loyalty of an inner circle and dole out ill-gotten resources to carry out corrupt rule. The most consolidated form of corruption, kleptocracy involves misappropriating the wealth of the nation and abusing it not only for personal gain but also to maintain political power. The advent and proliferation of offshore financial secrecy has fueled an explosion of kleptocracy, as corrupt rulers are no longer constrained by how many assets are available to be bought within countries where the stealing happens or by the risk of falling from power and facing confiscation. And despite authoritarian efforts to carve out subjugated spheres of influence, populations once held captive behind immovable lines like the Iron Curtain now boast bold civil societies and sometimes overthrow repressive kleptocrats to pursue their own independent destinies. This strategic landscape has profound implications for development, national security, and USAID’s work.

Corruption Definitions

**Grand corruption:** when political elites steal large sums of public funds or otherwise abuse power for personal or political advantage.

**Administrative corruption:** the abuse of entrusted power for private gain—usually by low to mid-level government officials—in interactions with citizens and the private sector, including to skirt official regulations and extort citizens in exchange for their basic services.

**Transnational corruption:** when corruption crosses borders, involves global networks, and employs sophisticated schemes to siphon off the wealth of a country from its rightful owners: the people.

**Strategic corruption:** when a government weaponizes corrupt practices as a tenet of its foreign policy.

**Kleptocracy:** a government controlled by officials who use political power to appropriate the wealth of their nation.

**Dekleptification:** the process of dismantling entrenched kleptocratic structures, networks, and norms—and replacing them with governing institutions that deliver transparency, accountability, and inclusion—during historic windows of overwhelming popular demand for reform or transition.

“Corruption threatens United States national security, economic equity, global anti-poverty and development efforts, and democracy itself. But by effectively preventing and countering corruption and demonstrating the advantages of transparent and accountable governance, we can secure a critical advantage for the United States and other democracies.”

President Joe Biden, National Security Study Memorandum-1
Corruption is the ultimate impediment to development. Pathways of transnational corruption like offshore financial secrecy let kleptocrats boundlessly loot national resources, scare off foreign investment, deepen inequality, exploit marginalized communities, degrade the environment, and otherwise harm their country’s long-term prospects. The full range of USAID programming objectives—around global health, food security, clean water, gender equality, education, climate, etc.—are stymied when kleptocrats purge state coffers of resources needed for development and government ministries are repurposed to enrich insiders. Accountability is elusive when cronies and oligarchs manipulate the media and bribe judges and prosecutors. All these kleptocratic actors connect through informal networks that interweave with organized crime and foreign kleptocracies. And they work together to maintain the system.

It is impossible to quantify the cost of kleptocracy, but economists warn it is colossal. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) explains how pervasive corruption weighs heavily on all six drivers of economic growth (governing capacity, macro-financial stability, physical capital investment, human capital accumulation, total factor productivity, and political stability). That creates negative feedback loops that hold back development far more than the $1.5 to $2 trillion lost annually to bribery. Kleptocrats and oligarchs use crimes like bribery and fraud to run their patronage networks. But the proceeds of those crimes are not the main source of their fortunes. Rather, the object of their corrupt maneuvers is to extract vast fortunes through monopolistic control over entire sectors. That process extends until the state is fully captured and the economy is bereft of competition, participation, innovation, and investment. The close association between severe corruption and underperforming economies can be seen in the half of the world perceived as less corrupt (see image), generating 7.5 times as much income per capita as more apparently corrupt countries.

The central development challenge in deeply corrupt settings is a collective action problem: Even moral and rational actors usually take part in corruption, because they reasonably expect that everyone has to in order to succeed under the kleptocratic equilibrium. Moreover, kleptocracy is just as self-reinforcing as any other governing system, with inbuilt institutional inertia and powerful forces that uphold the status quo and punish deviants. As such, establishing institutions and social norms of transparency, accountability, and inclusion is itself a collective action problem. This problem set cannot be solved through incremental tweaks or technical solutions.
NATIONAL SECURITY

The fight against corruption has become a core U.S. national security interest. That makes partnership with kleptocrats run counter to U.S. foreign policy objectives. Instead, as President Biden has said, “we must all stand in support of courageous citizens around the globe who are demanding honest, transparent governance.” For the past three decades, USAID has transparently supported civic actors and promoted institutions that build capacity for governance and democracy in partner countries that welcome the assistance. That stands in direct contrast to strategic corruption and political interference, tactics that covertly violate target countries’ sovereignty by tilting playing fields to pick and choose preferred politicians or businesses. The same corrupt actors, networks, tactics, and resources that kleptocrats wield to prevent democracy and rule of law from sprouting in their home countries are repurposed as a tenet of their foreign policy. They undermine democracies through corrosive capital, malign influence, election interference, and other tactics of strategic corruption. Kleptocracies mobilize powerful oligarchs, state-owned companies, intelligence services, and other proxies to pour tens of billions of dollars into corrupt enterprises meant to capture target states. They propagate disinformation and bankroll political parties bent on undermining reform. Contending with such well-resourced efforts to spread corruption around the world requires a response as strategic and supported as the threat itself.

USAID’S WORK

USAID’s approach to countering kleptocracy and strategic corruption focuses on helping countries protect their sovereignty via the hard work of dismantling and replacing their own corrupt governance structures. Agents of foreign kleptocracies are most effective when they can intermix with corrupt elements deeply entrenched within the target country’s political-economic system. USAID’s emphasis is different from—and an essential supplement to—efforts by the Treasury Department, the Justice Department, and others to help countries address foreign-backed corruption by tracking cross-border financial flows, facilitating law enforcement cooperation, and taking other international approaches. USAID is expanding its transnational work, assistance that is constantly needed by change agents, especially those countering transnational kleptocracy and strategic corruption. But helping countries institutionalize change requires partnering with reformers to uproot the domestic kleptocratic systems that hinder development and national security. The most fundamental way to consolidate democracy and build resilience to strategic corruption is strengthening those domestic structures—from judicial systems to electoral administration to media ownership—and connecting domestic reformers to international allies.
USAID has an extensive local network around the world (see Figure 1) and deep experience helping reformers dismantle kleptocracy and build new domestic governing institutions of transparency, accountability, and inclusion. We refer to that process as “dekleptification” (see definitions text box on page 3). USAID works with partner countries to analyze their own situations and draw from cutting-edge interventions developed by front-line reformers in other countries, rather than imparting a static set of practices developed over time by Western governments. In dekleptification environments, USAID can provide once-in-a-generation support to reformers poised to reassert sovereign control over key policy levers.

The ultimate objective of dekleptification is to achieve a virtuous circle whereby the domestic institutions of transparency, accountability, and inclusion become even more effective and popular over time. Such positive feedback loops build resilience against inevitable attempts by foreign and domestic kleptocrats to regain power and restore corrupt systems.\(^\text{11}\)

**WINDOWS OF OPPORTUNITY**

Set against the modern backdrop of transnational and strategic corruption, it is not possible to sustainably dismantle and replace kleptocracy through incremental technical improvements. Overcoming the resistance of spoilers and breaking through the widespread expectations that “everyone is corrupt” can only happen amid the disequilibrium of “big bangs,” which bring about transformational political will. We refer to these episodes as “windows of opportunity” (see Figure 2).\(^\text{12}\) They cannot be driven by politicians, champions, or any other individual reformers. Rather, windows for dekleptification are ushered in by historic waves of nationwide popular demand, usually fueled by decades of frustration with kleptocracy.\(^\text{13}\) They may be triggered by some salient betrayal of public trust. Aggrieved masses pour into the streets or to the ballot boxes in record numbers. The window is typically not fully open until a kleptocratic regime gives way to a new reformist government.

Seizing such a dramatic moment brings an opportunity to shift a political and business culture from a kleptocratic equilibrium toward new expectations of responsive governance and honest dealings. It is impossible to generate a virtuous circle absent this political context of a broad societal coalition checking the power of elites by insisting on a new social contract with less tolerance for kleptocracy.

---

**Figure 1: Map of USAID Missions and Dekleptification Windows**

Source: USAID, Mission Directory, August 2022; dekleptification case studies that inform this guide.
Such potential openings do occur regularly. In the year before the outbreak of Covid-19, half of the record number of protests around the world were driven by grievances about corruption. Six led to changes in government. This tendency for corruption to eventually fuel popular uprisings is the Achilles’ heel of dictators’ modern strategy of kleptocracy at home and strategic corruption abroad. The ability of brave citizens around the world to hold their leaders accountable and demand fair and transparent governance marks a key distinction between contemporary trends and the rigid geopolitical structures of the Cold War.

Unfortunately, the usual pattern is for windows of opportunity to be short-lived and disappointing. They usually fail to meet high public expectations and fizzle out within about two years. At that point, corrupt elements retake the levers of power and sometimes exact retribution upon reformers. The difficulty of converting a window into a sustained virtuous circle is driven by various factors. These range from civil society demobilizing after a reformist government takes power to transnational and strategic corruption offering opponents of reform safe haven and resources to close windows as soon as possible. Another reason why windows end in disappointment is that dekleptification efforts tend to get out of the gate slowly. That is because the new reformist government and their supporters are often inexperienced at uprooting corrupt power structures. This guide aims to help USAID and other champions of dekleptification mobilize the right kinds of assistance as soon as an opening occurs, so reformers can deliver results immediately and for many years to come.
PURPOSE AND APPROACH: DRAWING LESSONS FROM THE FRONT LINES

This guide is meant to be a handbook for USAID staff working in countries facing kleptocracy and strategic corruption, particularly those whose bold citizens open windows of opportunity for reform. Thankfully, Missions need not start from scratch. Nor must they follow a set of practices divorced from modern experience rapidly uprooting kleptocratic structures. Instead, they can learn from the front-line reformers who recently attempted dekleptification in their own countries. This cutting-edge playbook is based on such experiences, drawing from but not limited to a handful of transitioning democracies in the former Soviet bloc.

EASTERN EUROPEANS LEARN FROM EACH OTHER

From 2004 to 2012, Georgia pursued far-reaching reform of the public sector, from cutting red tape and right-sizing public institutions to rewriting tax laws and improving public services, which resulted in a dramatic reduction in bribery.16 Between 2004 and 2018, Romania aggressively developed new approaches to impartial justice, building a specialized anti-corruption enforcement system that jailed thousands of corrupt officials, including dozens of ministers, prime ministers, lawmakers, mayors, and generals.17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Declarations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| As an example of how radically transparent mechanisms innovated by front-line reformers exceed Western “best practices,” consider asset declarations by public officials. In most Western countries, financial disclosure forms are relatively narrow in their scope and in their enforcement procedures, meant to identify and deter potential conflicts of interest (such as holdings of stocks and bonds that could benefit from official actions). In Ukraine, by contrast, disclosures are sweeping in scope and aggressively enforced to spot crimes of illicit enrichment. Failures to file truthfully are severely punished. Disclosures cover essentially all assets worth more than $4,200 that the individual owns or can access. Then these electronic submissions become public, and independent agencies verify the data and investigate and prosecute discrepancies between declarations and lifestyles. While this aggressive approach can test the boundaries of personal privacy, the Ukrainians have found that it is needed to prevent illicit enrichment and root out entrenched kleptocracy.

Those windows in Georgia and Romania, respectively lasting eight and fourteen years, inspired and informed Ukrainian reformers when their own window opened in 2014. Ukraine quickly enacted comprehensive reforms and developed several revolutionary transparency tools. These included the world’s first public beneficial ownership registry, the world’s most transparent public procurement system, the world’s first public database of politically exposed persons, and the world’s most comprehensive and well-enforced asset declaration system (see text box).18

SHARED PLAYBOOK

Based on lessons from around the globe, the overarching three-part dekleptification strategy is to (1) **publicly disclose** as much digitized information as possible about who owns what throughout the country’s political-economic system, (2) position civil society and independent enforcement agencies to use that transparent data to investigate and hold corrupt actors **accountable**, and (3) deliver **broad-based economic growth** that lifts the livelihoods of everyday citizens and gives them a sense of investment in their country’s new inclusive institutions. This innovative playbook, most clearly modeled by Ukraine (see Annex 1), is now being pursued by reformers operating in windows that have opened within the past year or...
two in Moldova and Bulgaria. All five of these countries around the Black Sea enjoy advanced civil societies at the center of dekleptification. They press their own governments and foreign partners to keep progressing, even as they eagerly share lessons with fellow reformers in other countries and the international community.

CASE METHOD

USAID Missions and Bureaus have been deeply involved in reform efforts across those five country situations—Georgia 2004-2012, Romania 2004-2018, Ukraine 2014-present, Moldova 2021-present, and Bulgaria 2021-present—and other attempts at dekleptification around the world. To capture these experiences and make them available to other Missions, this programming guide is informed by a series of internal stocktaking exercises that drew lessons learned from 14 case studies. USAID experts who worked on the ground in dekleptification windows were asked what worked well, how corrupt elements responded, what needs of partners went unmet, what challenges donors faced when trying to do more sooner, and so on. Sessions were dedicated to those five cases, plus Egypt 2011-2013, Brazil 2013-2019, Guatemala 2015-2017, Armenia 2018-present, South Africa 2018-2019, Malaysia 2018-2020, Sudan 2019-2021, the Dominican Republic 2020-present, and Zambia 2021-present (see Figure 1 on page 6). These reform attempts are set in a modern context of transnational corruption and kleptocratic influence that makes initiating and sustaining a virtuous circle of anti-corruption more challenging than transitions away from grand corruption in other times and places, like South Korea, Chile, and Estonia in the 1990s.19

AUDIENCE

This guide addresses USAID Missions and implementing partners working to counter kleptocracy and strategic corruption. It is meant to convey lessons from colleagues with experience confronting similar challenges in other front-line countries. But it also speaks to the broader community of donors, practitioners, scholars, and other experts focused on international development assistance, anti-corruption rapid response, and counter-kleptocracy as a matter of national security. It illustrates for the first time how these fields overlap in ways that are grounded in both modern empirical lessons and academic theory. In addition to identifying radically transparent, accountable, and inclusive institutions that have proven effective during windows—which is when the vast majority of impact can be had, and thus the time to surge resources—this guide provides lessons learned about how to prepare for windows and defend gains after windows close.

FOCUS ON POLITICAL PROCESSES

In addition to outlining which reforms offer a desirable end state—a subject covered thoroughly by existing literature—this guide sheds light on the process of how to help countries enact and implement such reforms, in a politically sensitive way. Contexts of dekleptification are inherently contested, and local reformers must run the political gauntlet of building post-kleptocratic institutions and norms in the face of ruthless and cunning resistance from kleptocratic networks, reinforced by hostile foreign powers and opaque financial webbing. The question of how to achieve this feat, and how international donors can appropriately support such efforts, is a topic scarcely covered in the international aid literature.20 This guide seeks to remedy that gap. It offers four novel contributions: (1) the framework sequencing development assistance before, during, and after windows of opportunity for anti-corruption, (2) the strategic dimensions of uprooting kleptocracy in the context of foreign-backed corruption, (3) guidance around how external actors can actively engage in and around the process of pursuing reforms without crossing the line into political interference, and (4) ways to recalibrate political analysis and reach for sharper tools when windows close.
But first, the guide starts with a section about two needs that persist in varying forms throughout the cycle of political will: political analysis and civil society support (see Figure 3).

**Figure 3: Activities to Prioritize Before, During, and After Windows for Dekleptification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before</th>
<th>Window of Opportunity</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Transparency
- Accountability
- Inclusion

Political Analysis

Civil Society Support

Time
CONSTANT NEEDS THROUGHOUT THE CYCLE: POLITICAL ANALYSIS AND CIVIL SOCIETY SUPPORT

While the form and severity of needs vary greatly depending on whether a country is in a window of opportunity, two broad activities should be prioritized across all phases of dekleptification: conducting political analysis and supporting civil society.

FOCUS POLITICAL ANALYSIS ON CORRUPT ACTIVITY AND NETWORKS

The starting point for informed dekleptification work is a thorough understanding of the networks through which corruption operates locally and transnationally. This guide addresses how to conduct various types of analysis, what issues such analysis should cover, and when to conduct it.

HOW: Political analysis to support dekleptification can vary across at least three dimensions: Assessments can be undertaken internally by USAID or externally by partners; they can be scoped toward the entire country or a narrow sector; and they can be timed before, during, or after a window of opportunity. Across all categories, assessments will ideally generate timely reports and visual schematics.

- **Internal or external expertise:** Missions can use USAID’s internal assessment tools and analytic resources, or Missions can commission assessments from external analysts.
  - Internal political economy analysis (PEA): PEA is USAID’s analytical approach to understanding the underlying reasons why things work the way they do and identify the incentives and constraints that lie behind the behavior of actors in a relevant system. By helping identify these political, economic, social, and cultural influences, PEA supports a more informed approach to sustainable development known as “thinking and working politically” (TWP). Through TWP, USAID seeks to better understand the systems where it works and to identify sustainable, locally generated solutions. USAID has a guide to applied PEA which describes the methodology for conducting a field assessment. Often coming at kleptocratic systems through the lens of a particular development sector, USAID’s PEAs have grappled with the role of corruption in contexts as varied as fisheries in Ghana, voter engagement in Niger, and the private sector in Serbia. While PEA as an approach can be used in any area of development, it can be particularly useful for dekleptification as it can explore why a kleptocratic system persists, how it maintains control, and which stakeholders might have leverage over it. Missions may inquire about PEA by contacting the Cross-Sectoral Programs Division within USAID’s Center for Democracy, Rights and Governance (DRG) at ddi.drg.pci@usaid.gov.
  - External assessments: Missions can bring in outside partners who might range from international journalists with rich investigative and analytical capacities to local anti-corruption researchers and advocates with deep contextual knowledge—or collaborations between the two. The most important factor in the selection of experts is to work with those who already have considerable experience mapping kleptocratic networks in a given country and are prepared to collect and assemble real-time, empirical, and actionable evidence—not just literature reviews or academic frameworks—within 30-90 days. Compared to PEA conducted by USAID, external assessments may focus more squarely on kleptocratic systems. For example, the National Democratic Institute (NDI) engages with local and
international researchers to apply its new framework for analyzing kleptocratic networks that linger after a political transition and identifying strategies to dismantle them. The Basel Institute on Governance has similarly studied informal governance networks in seven countries. External assessments could potentially be supported through USAID’s Anti-Corruption Response Fund, announced at the 2021 Summit for Democracy.

- **Broad or narrow in scope**: Assessments could broadly cover the high-level and pervasive kleptocratic networks that dominate a nation’s political economy (like the oligarchies that capture post-Soviet states), or they could be targeted toward a particular sector that is believed to suffer from severe corruption or is a USAID priority (such as health supply chains in Africa). The scope could change over time in response to either research findings about where corruption is concentrated or political developments on the ground.

- **Detailed report with visual schematics**: The output should be detailed and informed by extensive personal interviews and desk research based on official disclosures, financial records, open source intelligence, and other sources of evidence. It should include visual depictions of the kleptocratic network (see Figure 4). If the report is made public, it could also include a non-public annex with sensitive findings. Confidentiality is critical when

![Figure 4: Illustrative Schematic Depicting the Kleptocratic Network in Azerbaijan](source: Sarah Chayes, The Structure of Corruption in Azerbaijan (Washington: The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, June 2016).)
analyzing dangerous kleptocratic networks, both to protect the security of those involved in the assessment and to avoid tipping off perpetrators about information that could be useful for official investigations.

**WHAT:** Studies of kleptocratic systems conducted by researchers from countries with strong rule of law often jump right into the technical details of legal and policy gaps in a country’s *formal* institutions. Instead, dekleptification analysis should mostly focus on the worst corrupt actors and behaviors in a given country. It should map the *informal* networks through which they operate. It can also consider reform coalitions and policy priorities to disrupt the status quo. These elements are outlined below.

- **Identify corrupt activity, actors, and syndromes.** Assessments should identify a country’s dominant “syndromes” of corruption, which could include administrative corruption, state capture, strategic corruption, cronyism, plutocracy, oligarchy, or kleptocracy. Assessments should describe both high-level power structures and the most salient ways in which ordinary citizens experience corruption in their everyday lives and livelihoods. Beyond abstract frameworks, assessments should also name the most corrupt and powerful individuals, institutions, and sectors, with some of these sensitive details potentially delivered in a non-public annex. Assessments should describe the practices through which corrupt enterprises operate with impunity, the history of how they obtained control over public and private institutions, estimates of who can and cannot be brought to the side of integrity, and key actors’ vulnerabilities.

- **Map kleptocratic networks.** After the downfall of a kleptocrat and their family, the need for personal accountability must be supplemented by reform efforts that dig beneath the specific scandals to also address the underlying kleptocratic structures. As such, assessments must avoid the temptation to personify corruption in the form of a scapegoat. They should instead map out deeply entrenched networks of public and private sector perpetrators, enablers, revenue streams, and other kleptocratic structures, practices, and actors who could spoil reform efforts and recapture the levers of power in the future. The relevant actors could potentially span government officials, their families and cronies, key ministries, political parties, foreign powers, criminal groups, private entities, professional facilitators, non-profit enablers, interest groups such as labor or religious institutions, and others. Visibility into patronage and illicit financial flows involving crimes such as bribery, fraud, extortion, and illegal campaign contributions are important for understanding how a kleptocratic network operates. But even more fundamental is identifying the ultimate sources of captured revenue streams. These will often include: monopoly ownership over industries in which the state has substantial control, such as extractives; enterprises that may have been privatized in the absence of fair competition; preferential contracts to build infrastructure or conduct trade; interception of official foreign financing; or criminal activity enabled by compromised law enforcement. After identifying those revenue sources, researchers can trace the *destination* of ill-gotten gains, which are often laundered and stashed offshore. Finding those routes and destinations will be crucial for accountability and asset recovery. Finally, assessments should draw policy lessons from the network mapping by identifying legal-institutional weaknesses exploited by corrupt actors to retain control and impunity, as well as structural bottlenecks holding back inclusive growth.

- **Map reform coalitions.** Before a window opens, political analysis should focus on mapping the landscape of actors sympathetic to reform. That should include but also extend beyond anti-corruption non-governmental organizations (NGOs) based in the capital city. Broader
constituencies with legitimate social capital offer the greatest potential to mobilize the masses against corruption and drive sustained change. Depending on the country, the key constituencies may include youth, labor, business (especially associations of small and medium enterprises), or movements organized around health, education, gender, the environment, etc. In addition to assessing the prospects of these groups organizing around anti-corruption reform, analyses should seek to understand how corruption most saliently manifests in the lives of these constituencies and everyday citizens. In addition to broad societal actors, there are usually reform champions within government who should be identified and supported before a window. These may include honest prosecutors, judges, auditors, and financial regulators. After the window opens, the government landscape becomes an even greater focus of analysis: Which positions are held by genuine reformers and what decisions do they control? How are kleptocratic networks regrouping to thwart reform—from installing loyalists throughout government ministries to founding new political parties purportedly against corruption? Finally, after the window closes, analyses can map how reform constituencies are responding and what protection they need.

- **Prioritize policy reforms.** Lastly, there is a role for political analysis to identify policy reforms that should be prioritized in a given country. This should be based on the aspects of corruption that are proving most detrimental to development, democracy, and security, and are most salient to citizens. Such analysis may identify the legal-institutional gaps that enable this type of corruption and identify readily achievable reforms. This may require working on dual tracks with thoughtful sequencing, including both quick wins to help sustain the window and medium-term reforms that are less visible but very important. These types of assessments can be conducted collaboratively between local change agents and international experts. The process can help forge consensus about a small number of anti-corruption priorities that would result in crucial systemic changes and could secure necessary buy-in. Such consensus is needed within civil society (across both traditional NGOs and grassroots movements), between civic actors and allies in government, and between domestic actors and international supporters. An approach like this helped Ukraine hit the ground running in 2014 with its Reanimation Package of Reforms, supported by USAID (see images on page 28).

More recently, with support from USAID, Moldova and Bulgaria have established anti-corruption committees to identify policy priorities to be pursued in newly opened windows.

**WHEN:** Political analysis is most actionable around the time when a window of opportunity opens. An assessment could be particularly timely either some months before a contested election that could take down a kleptocrat—work that could serve the dual purpose of closely watching for election interference and getting a head start on building relationships and analyses that will become critical if a window opens—or soon after a corrupt regime is replaced by reformers who enjoy broad public support but have limited governing experience.

However, given the fluid nature of dekleptification, political analysis must be continually updated to stay fresh, particularly after major developments or countermoves. For example, after the October 2021 military takeover in Sudan, USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives immediately pivoted from supporting the civilian-led transitional government to commissioning a study conducted by the Center for Advanced Defense Studies (C4ADS) on how the military reasserted control over the complex corporate structures once built to sustain the repressive kleptocratic regime of Omar al-Bashir (see image on page 15). C4ADS mapped a deep state of Sudanese officials who own the country’s largest companies and monopolize the banks, import-export companies, and processing plants. Similarly, NDI and The Sentry were in the midst of carrying out a post-kleptocratic transition assessment in Sudan when the window slammed shut in October 2021, at which point the
research team’s focus necessarily shifted to a retrospective “lessons learned” approach to better understand the ways in which the embedded kleptocratic networks put an end to the democratic transition and opportunities that the international community might have missed. Political analysis is needed constantly throughout the cycle of political will, with focal questions shifting in accordance with the political context before, during, and after windows.

- **Before:** Assessments undertaken before any major window has opened could pay particular attention to revenue streams captured by kleptocratic networks, societal constituencies for and against reform, ways corrupt incumbents abuse state resources to repress opponents or tilt election processes in their favor, the extent to which foreign powers are engaged in strategic corruption, and a preliminary assessment of what a future reform and accountability roadmap might entail. Examples of pre-window assessments include Sarah Chayes’s mapping of kleptocratic networks in three Eurasian countries (Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan, and Moldova) in 2016, Honduras in 2017 (see image), and the United States in 2020. The Basel Institute on Governance has similarly analyzed kleptocratic networks in Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Tanzania, and Uganda. Matthew Page and Abdul Wando recently examined the kleptocratic capture of local government in Nigeria. Finally, Putin’s Russia has been most comprehensively studied—filling several landmark books—as a leading case of kleptocracy, cronyism, and strategic corruption.

- **During:** Assessments undertaken after a window has opened can get more granular around how to prioritize, structure, and sequence policy reforms. They should also continue
monitoring and analyzing efforts by corrupt elements to evade justice, thwart reform processes, threaten and co-opt reformers, and mobilize interventions by foreign powers. Openings are times to avoid “analysis paralysis.” Instead, USAID and other champions of dekleptification should quickly undertake or commission studies that tee up thoughtful and powerful action. An example focused on a single sector within a window is a new report on systemic fraud and money laundering in Moldova’s financial sector, including corruption within the Moldovan law enforcement and judicial system that was integral to the Russian Laundromat and other schemes of transnational corruption (see image). It was prepared by the Independent Anti-Corruption Advisory Committee, a panel of world-renowned anti-corruption experts established by Moldovan President Maia Sandu and funded by USAID. An example of a program focused more systematically on reform windows is an anti-corruption rapid response initiative run by the Center for International Private Enterprise (CIPE), a non-profit affiliate of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. CIPE’s team regularly convenes a global network of anti-corruption experts and “quickly deploys staff and resources to countries around the world that are experiencing a window of opportunity for significant anti-corruption reform.” Among other rapid-response resources, CIPE’s political analysis has ranged from in-depth examinations of the income sources behind a kleptocrat in The Gambia to more regular releases of topical podcasts and blogs. Finally, and most recently, NDI’s new initiative assessing post-kleptocratic transitions is focused mainly on analyzing entrenched kleptocratic networks and reform priorities within the first few months of a window opening. For example, recognizing that windows will only stay open to the extent that they enjoy popular support, NDI has collected data on Zambian and Moldovan citizen perceptions of reformists’ anti-corruption platforms and performance in order to inform policy prioritization and messaging.

- **After**: If and when windows close, political analysis can understand how and why anti-reform elements are regaining power. Assessments should inform sharper U.S. government interventions that could help to defend reform gains and hold the regime accountable. Such tools could include freezes in assistance to the increasingly corrupt government, more forceful public diplomacy, and sanctions on high-level corrupt officials. For example, in addition to the C4ADS report on Sudan, USAID has commissioned assessments by leading
Sudanese anti-corruption analysts on strategic corruption and the illicit gold trade (see image). Another recent example of a USAID partner analyzing a closing window is the work of Transparency International-Georgia. As it became clear over the past decade that the richest oligarch in Georgia has captured the state, their research examined the impunity of corrupt officials, Georgia’s growing economic dependence on Russia, and the oligarch’s secret businesses in Russia. Finally, the U.S. Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction has produced timely and comprehensive analyses of the paramount role that corruption played in precipitating the closure of a window.

PROTECT CIVIL SOCIETY ACTORS WHO EXPOSE CORRUPTION AND DRIVE CHANGE

While civil society is an essential player across all sectors of development, they are particularly vital in anti-corruption. This is because corruption involves inappropriate dealings between the public and private sectors, leaving the “third sector” as watchdogs. Key actors include investigative journalists and anti-corruption advocates who expose corruption and push for lasting changes, grassroots movements that mobilize “people power,” and coalitions of patients, parents, students, women, workers, customers, worshipers, and others with social influence.

Across all phases of dekleptification, Missions should partner with civil society actors who are the crucial eyes and ears of reform movements. Even in closed spaces, there are local experts who actively monitor autocratic efforts and kleptocratic networks, whether or not they are formally organized as anti-corruption activists. All societies have a cadre of professionals who despise corruption and yearn for reform, whether or not they are empowered to openly serve as champions. They are often the first to know which officials are the most corrupt, how their patronage networks operate, and which institutions are fronts for corrupt networks. Investigative journalists and anti-corruption advocates open and sustain windows by exposing corrupt activity and channeling public energy into lasting change. Researchers and activists map corrupt activity, trace assets to foreign jurisdictions, and mobilize diaspora communities to advocate for governments to impose sanctions or take legal action. In the reform process, local allies often have the most detailed knowledge of which policy loopholes are most exploited, when the politics align for stronger measures, how parliamentary factions will thwart reforms, and which anti-corruption proponents are genuine and powerful. Because USAID Missions are well integrated into social networks on the ground, they are well-placed to bring the perspectives of local civil society into U.S. government policy deliberations.

Missions should have trusted relationships with civil society leaders and understand their international needs, which might be addressed by the following seven forms of support:

- **Connections to peers:** Change agents need assistance plugging into alliances and coalitions of peers, particularly in countries that have long suffered repressive kleptocracy and may be finally opening up space for civil society (see image). They often crave in-country and international spaces where they can: learn from experts and activists who have worked on dekleptification elsewhere; build informal relationships across organizations and sectors; develop new skills; recruit influencers to tell the country’s story and draw attention to threats; pursue flexible and regular forms of funding; and take collaborative actions to expose corruption and push for reform and accountability. Integration and coordination across the system of anti-corruption stakeholders has been an unmet need in several windows, such as Brazil in 2013-2019. USAID Missions could sponsor study visits to other countries that have undertaken dekleptification. Or they can host regular networking convenings to foster exchanges among NGOs, political parties, government officials, business executives, international donors, and anti-corruption experts from other countries. Trust is needed between those in government trying to design reforms and those on the outside who use reforms (like experts who access open data). Supporting global and regional anti-corruption networks is a primary objective of USAID’s Empowering Anti-Corruption Change Agents Program announced at the 2021 Summit for Democracy. At the Summit, the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor (State-DRL) also announced that it will provide up to $6 million to enhance the work of the Global Anti-Corruption Consortium, which links the journalists of the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP) with the advocates at Transparency International.
• **Protective services:** Kleptocrats, oligarchs, and related intelligence services have the resources, disposition, and motive to smear, harass, compromise, and harm civil society actors who expose corrupt activity. Anti-corruption activists, whistleblowers, and reporters sometimes need quick access to specialized security services that provide digital, physical, legal, psychosocial, and other forms of support. This requires connections to international organizations that provide such support, including to the community of human rights defenders. Missions should coordinate across the interagency to provide that full array of protective services during a window of opportunity, both for usage amid the window and to be ready to support even greater needs in the event that a violent backlash suddenly slams the window shut. This work can be supplemented by USAID’s new Empowering Anti-Corruption Change Agents Program. In addition to those forms of assistance, civil society actors also sometimes require political support (expressed through public and private channels). As a last resort, they might need to flee the country (ideally through temporary relocation programs that preserve their ability to return as soon as it becomes safe, like U.S.-based fellowships or opportunities to do anti-corruption work in neighboring countries). State-DRL helps individual civic leaders access those kinds of support mechanisms. State also announced at the 2021 Summit for Democracy (see image) that it will provide up to $3.5 million to establish a Journalism Protection Platform and that the U.S. government will increase its engagement with the Media Freedom Coalition.

• **Defamation defense:** Oligarchs and other subjects of reporting on corruption often try to silence journalists by suing them and their publishers. At the 2021 Summit for Democracy, USAID announced a global Defamation Defense Fund, which would provide insurance to cover the cost of defending journalists and media organizations against frivolous lawsuits and strategic litigation against public participation (SLAPP). USAID will do this by providing up to...
$9 million in seed funding for a new economically viable nonprofit insurance entity called “Reporter’s Mutual,” which will provide journalists with liability coverage at a modest cost.

- **Political amplification:** For the messages of civil society to be heard and taken seriously, they often need to be voiced by powerful leaders, diplomats, embassies, and multilateral groupings around the world. When appropriate, Missions can operate as intermediaries between local anti-corruption reformers and salient platforms in the U.S. government and international community. The message may spotlight integrity champions. Or it may draw attention to emerging threats against reform efforts. For example, when USAID-supported activists in Kyiv have seen the government failing to deliver on the spirit of commitments—such as by allowing a corruptible figure to become head of an independent anti-corruption enforcement agency—they have relayed warnings to their informal contacts among the Mission team and the State Department. Those U.S. Embassy officials, in turn, can quickly arrange for high-level phone calls from U.S. government leaders or joint public statements by the G7 Ambassadors Reform Support Group in Kyiv, which promotes its messages through dedicated channels followed by journalists and other influencers such as @G7AmbReformUA on Twitter.

- **Flexible and reliable funding:** The fluid and political nature of dekleptification means civil society actors need flexibility at critical junctures to pivot resource allocations and project objectives toward newly topical issues. It is often impossible to predict which issues will galvanize broad public support and how corrupt actors will respond. As such, civil society needs the flexibility to pivot when openings occur, rather than remaining locked into multi-year programming objectives with specific deliverables that are no longer relevant. They also need consistent resources that can be counted upon even as objectives shift before, during, and after windows. That, in turn, requires strong relationships and trust with funders. Adaptability is also served by empowering local actors, as their political awareness and informal networks are critical to rapidly responsive programming. One way USAID Missions introduce flexibility into procurement contracts is through crisis modifier clauses in award instruments and other contractual modifications and amendments that authorize programs to pivot toward new challenges. Missions can also buy into flexible mechanisms administered by USAID’s DRG Center, like the Enabling and Protecting Civic Space (EPCS) – Illuminating New Solutions and Programmatic Innovations for Resilient Spaces (INSPIRES) project. Missions should also explore parallel, matching, or joint funding mechanisms with other donors, seeking a middle ground between full coordination (which can be too cumbersome for rapid-response environments) and no coordination (which risks missing opportunities or even working at cross purposes).

- **Transnational investigative journalism:** Supporting investigative journalism is often the single best possible investment in the development of a country beset by repressive kleptocracy. Independent reporting that reveals the truth about corruption provides crucial information and motivation that citizens and authorities need in order to make government serve the people. Over the past decade, one of the most promising advancements in the fight against transnational corruption and kleptocracy has been the establishment of coordinating networks like the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ) and OCCRP. These initiatives connect journalists around the world to coordinate investigative reporting, research, and analysis around major international stories of corruption and offshore financial secrecy. For example, the Pandora Papers was the largest collaboration in the history of journalism, including more than 600 reporters in 117 countries. Whereas journalists traditionally guard their scoops from competing journalists,
collaborators on ICIJ projects radically share findings with each other over secure channels to build on each other’s work before publishing. While local reporters bring deep context about corrupt figures in their country, publishing an exposé in an outlet based in another country can help to attract more international attention and protect local reporters from retribution. These joint projects often maximize their impact across audiences by coordinating simultaneous publications across multiple outlets. These transnational civic networks are the media world’s rebuttal to the global reach of kleptocrats, which is why OCCRP’s mantra is that “it takes a network to fight a network.”

Funders of OCCRP include USAID, State-DRL, and the National Endowment for Democracy. USAID also supports CONNECTAS, an investigative reporting network focused on the Americas. Other similar networks focus on Africa, the Middle East, and the entire world (see Figure 5). There is not yet a regional network connecting investigative journalists in Asia. And even the global networks (OCCRP, ICIJ, and GIJN) do not have any members located in some particularly dangerous places for investigative journalism, like Central Africa, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and China. USAID Missions should see how their country compares to others to get a preliminary sense of how well in-country investigative journalists are connected to international peers. Supporting new media centers and outlets—and investing in existing ones—to plug into these international networks can be powerful. Indeed, USAID has extensive experience supporting investigative journalism within individual countries, from Mexico to Indonesia. USAID Missions should maintain close relationships with the members of these networks based in-country and seek their input on unmet needs in the investigative media landscape, from funding requirements to the enabling environment. In addition, Missions can convene stakeholders in investigative journalism and provide connections to international partners. State-DRL also supports tools that help journalists expose corruption in specific countries, such as by creating a searchable public database of Ukrainian asset declarations or facilitating the monitoring of public procurement platforms in Moldova.

USAID announced plans at the 2021 Summit for Democracy to invest up to $30 million in the new International Fund for Public Interest Media and provide $5 million to launch a Media Viability Accelerator.

Sources: Websites of OCCRP, ICIJ, GIJN, Connectas, ARIJ, and ANCIR.
Responses to disinformation: One of the main ways foreign kleptocracies and domestic oligarchs try to derail dekleptification is by propagating anti-Western and anti-reform disinformation. The main objective is to close the window of opportunity by convincing the local population that they have no say in domestic state-building because—it is claimed without evidence—their elected representatives and civil society actors secretly serve as puppets of the U.S. government, the IMF, or others. Such false narratives are powerful and must be corrected swiftly by conveying verifiable facts over popular mediums. Anti-corruption reformers are also personally targeted by disinformation. These individuals can use bespoke services advising them on how to respond and providing resources to do so. USAID addresses these challenges by strengthening the resilience of the information and media environments in countries where it operates. USAID brings together local and regional partners across industry, academia, influencers, non-government organizations, and governments to address mis-, dis-, and malinformation (MDM). In doing so, USAID seeks to strengthen the integrity of the information system and build local capacity to address MDM-related challenges, be it through support for independent media or through media and digital literacy programming. For example, as part of either a standalone media program or integrated into broader governance programming, USAID’s DRG Center can conduct a diagnostic assessment of a country’s information environment, which would survey MDM threats, trace origins and purveyors, identify local allies, and recommend resilience gaps to be filled. Among other types of programming, USAID, State-DRL, and the National Endowment for Democracy have supported fact-checking NGO initiatives such as Factalyzer and the Media Development Foundation in Georgia, RasKRIKavanje in Serbia, Chequeado in Latin America, VoxUkraine, and more. Beyond fact checking, think tank programs such as the Atlantic Council’s Digital Forensic Research Lab and the German Marshall Fund’s Alliance for Securing Democracy provide more systematic forensic analysis, such as a dashboard tracking information manipulation in the 2021 German election, which exposed expansive operations by RT Deutsch (a Kremlin-backed television channel) to tarnish German Covid-19 vaccines and Annalena Baerbock’s candidacy for chancellor. In Ukraine, USAID has programs geared toward supporting the broader environment of media literacy and speech rights, as well as programs to communicate facts to key audiences about anti-corruption and other topics. While Ukraine’s most popular news channels are owned by oligarchs (whose interests can be endangered by reform), those oligarchs also have active business ties in the West, so USAID and its partners have had sufficient leverage to appear on these channels in order to communicate reform messages.
BEFORE THE WINDOW: LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR FUTURE OPENINGS

Many USAID Missions operate in closed environments that are not yet experiencing a political opening for dekleptification, or in democracies that have severely regressed into cronyism and state capture. In these pre-window countries, Missions nonetheless have meaningful programming options to lay the groundwork for a future window of opportunity. They should prepare policy proposals and cultivate reform constituencies well ahead of time, given that most reforms take place in the first year or two of a window. Partners also need the latitude to build ideas, coalitions, and other infrastructure over long time horizons without necessarily expecting a payoff within a short programmatic cycle. Key objectives should be to develop a detailed picture of corrupt activity in the country, support the space available for civil society to expose corruption, forge consensus about which dekleptification reforms should be prioritized, and prepare flexible mechanisms and funding that can be redirected and scaled up quickly in the future.

- **Conduct political economy analysis:** Political analysis should take an evidence-based approach to mapping major corrupt activity and the most exploited vulnerabilities. The objective is to understand the prospects for major reforms and prepare well-targeted assistance so that it is ready for delivery as soon as a window opens. Economic analysis should clarify which captured revenue streams fund kleptocracy, how the business culture and social norms reinforce the system, what other constraints hold back inclusive growth, and which progressive business professionals could lead clean competition in the future. It might focus on a particular topic, such as local government (see image). Analysis can be conducted jointly or at least shared among donors to develop a common picture and lay the analytical groundwork for coordinated activities. To the extent that the country is approaching what could be a free and fair election, some political analyses and associated planning might be kept non-public in order to avoid even the perception of interfering in local politics. Authoritarian settings bring lower risk of political interference but greater risk of endangering local allies. There, political analysis could feed into sanctions and law enforcement activities, as appropriate. In any case, Missions should set up an interagency team that regularly shares information and analysis, which can lay the groundwork for future collaboration.
• **Invest in, connect, and protect civil society:** Missions should maintain close relationships and active programming with the leading anti-corruption activists and other reform stakeholders within the country. Missions should also know the anti-corruption experts at USAID and State who can connect locals with the international networks and support services reviewed in the previous section. Missions working with civil society to lay the groundwork for future windows can also: support coalition building among civic actors to help them converge on a common anti-corruption agenda; build partnerships between NGOs and private sector allies; develop professional skills and networks that will be vital when a window opens; and invest in independent media and investigative journalism (see image and text box). Beyond journalism, NGOs dedicated to research and advocacy around human rights and anti-corruption can provide hands-on experience for reformers who might someday take power. For example, the Tbilisi-based Liberty Institute was founded in 1996 by several young reformers who would become top government officials seven years later after the Rose Revolution. The long-cultivated ideological cohesiveness of this core group of reformers was essential for the new government to hit the ground running when the window opened in Georgia. That case illustrates the importance of long-standing personal relationships when windows open and reformers take on new roles. But such connections
also bear fruit before the window, when reformers need collaborative spaces to share information and analysis, plan coordinated actions, and provide mutual care. Missions can support personal connections by providing dedicated programming, playing matchmaker to global networks, and hosting convenings among reformers in the country (including making connections across civil society, media, the private sector, government, and more).53

### Moldovan Independent Media

Seven years before the current window opened in Moldova, State-DRL supported the launch of RISE Moldova, a media outlet that quickly became a leading member of OCCRP, named Moldovan figures linked to major offshore leaks, and revealed then-president Igor Dodon’s connections to the Russian government. Meanwhile, USAID funded MEDIA-M, an expansive project in Moldova implemented by Internews, Freedom House, and the Independent Journalism Center-Moldova. MEDIA-M provides grants and technical assistance to independent media, supports media literacy activities, improves the legal and regulatory environment for independent media, and more.54

- **Build connections with broader anti-corruption constituencies:** To support anti-corruption civil society and prepare to work with reformers in future windows, Missions should develop close relationships with a broad cross-section of societal actors harmed by corruption. These include youth, labor, business, social groups, and others. Compared to democracy NGOs in the capital city, these societal interest and identity groups enjoy deeper support throughout the population. Their mobilization, leadership, resources, and legitimacy are paramount to political openings. The voice and agency of these broad constituencies are essential to breaking through the tired and misleading arguments promoted by controlling autocrats about stability and prosperity only being possible by avoiding the social and economic upheaval that comes with a transition. These groups may also have more civic space in which to operate than corruption-focused NGOs, particularly in repressive environments. For example, in several African countries suffering from repressive kleptocracy, the ranks of civil society dedicated specifically to anti-corruption are thinner than is common in other regions like Eastern Europe and Latin America. Thus, Missions working in African kleptocracies can direct programming toward either building that anti-corruption civil society or linking anti-corruption leaders to these existing social networks. Anti-corruption actors can also deepen ties with like-minded business leaders—whether multinational corporations bound by the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act or local entrepreneurs who are excluded from captured markets. The most potent organizing may come from marginalized communities or advocates for issues not explicitly about kleptocracy, like the two women in South Africa who built a grassroots environmental coalition that stopped the South African government’s secret nuclear deal with Russia.55

Women often bear the brunt of kleptocracy’s injustices and become active participants in popular mobilizations against kleptocrats, as the Lukashenka regime in Belarus learned in 2020 (see image on the cover page). On the other hand, the most organized groups may be fundamentally hostile to democracy and anti-corruption, posing serious political challenges not only to opening windows but also to sustaining windows after they open. Civic education and political party development may be needed so that citizens have more than just kleptocratic options. For example, having to choose between military rule and an Islamic state was the dilemma that proved insurmountable in the window that Egyptians opened on
Tahrir Square in 2011 (see image). As another example of enduring kleptocratic power players, Afghan warlords did not separate themselves from preexisting patronage networks or otherwise ”self-correct” when they assumed power in their government ministries and were showered with political and financial support. Whereas Ukraine’s Revolution of Dignity was able to succeed in the absence of a key charismatic leader, countries with lower levels of civic education may need to be carried through this adaptive process by a compelling former dissident with conscience and conviction like Nelson Mandela, Václav Havel, or Lech Wałęsa. While far from the only factor, the Arab Spring and Afghan windows closed in the absence of such leaders emerging. Rather than using all these societal elements as instruments of foreign interests or implementers of projects conceived abroad—including a cookie-cutter version of the reforms recommended in this guide—Missions should spend time before any window building trust with these communities and getting to know how they face corruption. And points of contact with civil society and broader societal constituencies should be systematically maintained across regular turnover of Mission staff. These investments in staff time will be essential for deep connections to powerful anti-corruption coalitions and for eventually designing dekleptification programming that addresses local needs and secures deep-seated domestic buy-in.

**Avoid political interference:** The United States cannot pry windows open or push countries into dekleptification. USAID’s disciplined approach to supporting governance and promoting democracy over the past three decades stands in direct contrast with strategic corruption across at least three essential dimensions. First, U.S. assistance is transparently accounted for in publicly available budgets, whereas strategic corruption involves covert funding funneled through obscure entities owned by deniable proxies. Second, U.S. support is welcomed and voluntarily accepted by partner countries, whereas strategic corruption and other forms of foreign interference represent coercion that is unwelcome by citizens, an illegitimate violation of national sovereignty. Third, U.S. aid is meant to build the institutional capacity for all sides of the political spectrum to compete on a level playing field, rather than picking and choosing preferred parties or candidates. In some cases, reformers are able to out-compete with kleptocrats, opening a window for dekleptification that is undergirded by independent media outlets and apolitical civic actors who seek legitimate
support from international donors. While there is important civil society support and analytical work to be undertaken before windows open, only after citizens finish a legitimate process of self-determination to pursue dekleptification does USAID ramp up support in solidarity with those reformers.

- **Pilot targeted reforms:** No governing system is monolithic, so unless a dictatorship is extremely hardened and consolidated, there will be situations where it is possible to pilot reforms that will help lay the groundwork for a window. This could include reforms that open access to some public information, put some rights to expression and participation onto the books (even if they are not fully enforced), or integrate indirect anti-corruption programming into efforts to strengthen sectoral service delivery systems. Multi-stakeholder processes like the Open Government Partnership help connect reformers in government and civil society and provide them with a space for collaborating on an agenda (see image). Economic interests such as gaining access to the sovereign bond market can provide pre-window regimes with motivation to pursue basic governance reforms like budget transparency, tax administration, land registries, regulatory openness, and other gateway reforms that help prepare for stronger transparency measures. These pilot reforms can help facilitate courageous public participation in political life, give reformers initiatives to collaborate around as they start building trust and experience, identify contextually appropriate approaches that may be scaled up when there is a wider opening, and get some easier reforms out of the way for when the window opens. For example, in the years before the Rose Revolution, reformers in Georgia were able to open some access to public information, change regulations on freedom of expression, conduct comprehensive reform of administrative law, and even make some reforms to the judiciary. As another example, Egypt remains encumbered by kleptocratic structures institutionalized under three decades of the Mubarak regime, leaving citizens without means to report corruption or to be protected as whistleblowers against civil service corruption. To address that gap in the absence of a wider window in Egypt, USAID’s economic governance programming finds spots to open opportunities for participation and transparency. Activities range from
conducting anti-corruption training for civil servants to using digitalization to open access to e-services needed by women and youth.\textsuperscript{59} Finally, democracy promotion can help anti-corruption reformers prepare for windows, such as by preparing briefing materials on the transition process and the governing levers in a given country’s unique administrative context, similar to expertise provided by the White House Transition Project.\textsuperscript{60} Targeted programming informed by former insiders or influential professionals could be pre-positioned to help reformers with no governing experience quickly come up to speed on highly localized processes, from moving legislation through parliament to influencing regulatory and administrative structures.\textsuperscript{61}

- **Build bridges between domestic and international partners:** Civil society operating under repressive kleptocracy needs connections to the international community. Advocates for accountability can help map illicit financial flows and share evidence both with the public and with sanctions authorities in countries where looted wealth is stored. The Anti-Corruption Action Center and others did this in Ukraine under Viktor Yanukovych (see Annex 1).\textsuperscript{62} To help forge consensus about which reforms to prioritize in a future window for dekleptification, Missions could facilitate dialogue between local civil society, international experts, multilateral institutions, private sector innovators, and reformers from other countries that have gone through windows. These stakeholders should aim to agree upon a limited number of ambitious yet concrete reforms to prioritize the most salient and harmful manifestations of kleptocracy as soon as the window opens. An example of reformers quickly agreeing upon such a platform came less than two weeks after Yanukovych fled to Russia in 2014, when a coalition of activists, experts, journalists, and researchers presented the Reanimation Package of Reforms (see images).\textsuperscript{63} It provided an anti-corruption legislative roadmap that was adopted quickly due to pressure from the reform advocates. In addition to connecting domestic civil society with international experts, Missions should work closely with reformers to understand programming needs and build their capacity to access foreign assistance, if they so choose. Missions can also target programming toward foreseeable reform bottlenecks, such as shared analysis, legislation drafting, or leadership pipelines.\textsuperscript{64}

- **Prepare flexible response options:** The rapidly evolving political dynamics around dekleptification windows often call for accelerated and flexible responses, similar to humanitarian aid and transition assistance after natural disasters and wars. To be ready to scale up assistance as soon as windows open, Missions should consider possible pathways for accessing relevant funds and mechanisms that can move quickly. USAID’s Anti-Corruption Task Force (ACTF) is building out an anti-corruption response framework for mobilizing support to fast-moving anti-corruption windows. That will include surging programmatic support to anti-corruption reformers and ensuring Missions have the staff necessary to support additional programming. To seed dedicated funding toward this effort, the ACTF launched the Anti-Corruption Response Fund (ACRF) at the 2021 Summit for Democracy.
ACRF funding may be either centrally managed or transferred directly to Missions. The ACTF is developing flexible mechanisms to access this funding without the delay of long procurement processes. In the meantime, Missions can buy into several pre-competed mechanisms maintained by the DRG Center with flexible or rapid-response components. These include instruments dedicated to elections and political transitions, human rights, empowerment and inclusion, active communities – effective states, and other issues. Some can be deployed as soon as a week or month after a Mission approves a scope of work. Separately, Missions can work with USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives, which most commonly operates in conflict-prone countries but has also launched a handful of initiatives with anti-corruption components in response to political transitions driven by corruption. These include the Kyrgyz Republic in 2010, North Macedonia in 2015, Malaysia in 2018, Armenia in 2019, and Sudan in 2019. Finally, in addition to tapping into these and other centrally managed programs, Missions can create their own flexible instruments in preparation for future windows. That way they are prepared to roll out new programming within weeks of an unexpected opening, rather than having to then spend a year or more working through procurement processes (see text box).

**Flexible Mechanism in Moldova**

USAID-Moldova learned about the need for flexible procurement mechanisms in 2019, when a short-lived government formed to kick out the oligarch who had captured much of the state. By the time the donor asks were clarified and the Mission identified mechanisms, the window had closed with a vote of no confidence in the government. To be ready to move faster in the future, the Mission then procured its own single-holder justice indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract. That put in place a framework with one implementer ready to receive task orders around judicial integrity and independence. This preparation paid off in 2021, when another window opened as President Maia Sandu’s party won a parliamentary majority. At that point, along with other rapid expansions to USAID support for Moldova (see image on page 30), USAID quickly used its new flexible IDIQ instrument to become the primary donor on President Sandu’s signature initiative to pre-vet the integrity of candidates to be judges and prosecutors.
DURING THE WINDOW: INSTITUTIONALIZING TRANSPARENCY, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND INCLUSION

As soon as a window opens, USAID and its partners should pivot from mainly conducting political analysis and supporting politically independent civil society to now also more actively operationalizing support for the newly legitimate leaders as they prepare a transition of power and begin governing. This is a crucial moment when vested interests are disoriented, reformers are learning to run a government, and public expectations are sky high. Strategic and rapid action is vital.

STRATEGIC CONCEPTS FOR SEIZING WINDOWS

POLITICAL ANALYSIS: There is no simple recipe of reform policies that will magically convert a window of opportunity into a virtuous circle of dekleptification. Each corrupt system is corrupt in its own way. Money may be stolen through public procurement in one country and police shakedowns in another, laundered through shell companies in one country and human straw depositors in another, with impunity maintained by bribing judges in one country and firing honest prosecutors in another. Moreover, local differences in historical processes, political power, and institutional arrangements make societies react to the same policy interventions very differently. It is also difficult to predict how corrupt elements will respond. They might recreate themselves in new forms to evade new institutions. Or they might fight back with disinformation, cooptation, support from foreign powers, or other dangerous countermoves. The need to inform the reform process with continual understanding of these contingent local details is why political analysis remains essential during windows of opportunity.
**PRIORITY AREAS:** Based on the findings of local political analysis, Missions should work with reformers to prioritize a few interventions. This could include adapting front-line innovations from elsewhere, which often go well beyond international standards. Three potential priority areas—transparency, accountability, and inclusion—are detailed in three respective subsections at the end of this section. The first, transparency, involves collecting and publicly disclosing as much information as possible about who owns what companies and other assets—financial information that will inform efforts by investigative journalists and civil society advocates to expose corruption and drive reform. The second policy area, accountability, involves creating new independent bodies capable of investigating, prosecuting, and ruling on cases of high-level corruption. The third area, inclusion, involves stimulating broad-based economic growth that benefits all segments of the population. Those efforts form the essential pathways and vehicles that reformers drive on a country’s journey toward rooting out kleptocracy.

**ADAPTIVE LEADERSHIP:** Successfully converting a window into a virtuous circle is not mainly an apolitical and technocratic endeavor. In the terminology of the adaptive leadership field pioneered by Harvard professor Ronald Heifetz, dekleptification is an “adaptive challenge” whereby the whole nation learns new ways of conducting politics and business, navigating from the old kleptocratic operating system toward a new equilibrium characterized by trust that most people are adhering to a revised social contract.66 “Exercising leadership” through dekleptification requires “thinking politically” to mobilize a wide-ranging coalition of stakeholders, creating a “holding environment” to hold people’s attention and contain the distress of adaptive work, “getting on the balcony” to see where people are at throughout this adaptive process, and “showing people the future” so they can envision what they are fighting for.67 A particularly relevant concept is “pacing the work” so stakeholders can absorb losses and tolerate uncertainty. The key to pacing dekleptification is modulating the rate of change such that it is not so slow as to avoid hard work (risking the metastasis of an impunity narrative that saps momentum) but not so fast as to push those facing change to slam the window shut (whether it’s corrupt figures with everything on the line, or whether it’s voters learning to live with socio-political transition and hold higher expectations of each other and of their leaders).68

**STRATEGIC SEQUENCING:** Timing considerations are even more nuanced than what to do before, during, and after windows. Moves within a window must also be sequenced with shrewd appreciation for ebbs and flows in political power and public appetite for change.69 Some quick wins that make a difference in people’s everyday lives will endow reformers with sustained political capital. In parallel, some work toward medium-term objectives must begin early and be explained to a public audience that may be unfamiliar with complex legislative or judicial matters. Reformers should try to anticipate which structural reforms will trigger the fiercest resistance from spoilers and sequence those efforts for times when their political power and other resources are the strongest. That may or may not be right when the window opens. Finally, in coordination with key stakeholders, mid-course corrections to strategies and tactics will have to be made frequently, based on what is and is not working.

**OVERALL LESSONS LEARNED DURING WINDOWS**

Dekleptification windows bring high stakes and high rewards. As in other development sectors, the selection of policy reforms and delivery of technical programming is important. But so too is USAID’s active engagement in the intensely political process of pursuing such reforms. Missions should ensure assistance is fast-moving, politically sensitive, publicly explained, internationally coordinated, and integrated with other U.S. government tools. Eleven key tactical lessons have been learned by past Missions providing assistance during dekleptification windows:
1. **Work with the interagency to hit the ground running the moment the window opens:** Ideally, Missions will have ramped up political analysis and associated policy and programming preparations some six months before a foreseeable potential opening, such as when a corrupt autocrat is facing a tough reelection fight. In addition to commissioning a political assessment, Missions should work with State and the National Security Council to set up an interagency working group. This team should: meet frequently to share information and analysis; coordinate efforts to warm up relationships with the key anti-corruption reformers in the country and encourage consensus-building around policy priorities; and prepare contingency plans. Those plans might range from communications and enforcement needs around a free and fair election and peaceful transition of power to the administrative, legislative, and diplomatic needs around mobilizing resources to support emerging reformers. If Missions have not laid that groundwork before the opening—like if it was sparked by unpredicted street protests that escalated quickly—they will need to play catch-up. That starts by alerting Washington to the opening of an important window of opportunity and moving fast to make contact with the key reformers. The Arab Spring, for example, was led by grassroots reformers with whom the United States was not connected. Contact lists of civil society actors known to the U.S. government (from participants in exchanges and other U.S.-hosted programs to influential religious and other community leaders) were woefully outdated and decentralized, forcing U.S. officials to scramble to figure out which reformers were influential, including in efforts to tamp down on disinformation and potential violence. In the case of a free and fair election, well-planned interagency work can immediately “go operational” in support of the peaceful transfer of power and increased bilateral dialogue with a new reformist government. The first order of business may involve working with State’s Global Engagement Center to counter disinformation about the election result. Second, having figured out in the political analysis stage which oligarchs and cronies are the greatest flight risks, the interagency may want to keep tabs on key corrupt figures and their assets. This could help position the new government to de-deliver on a public mandate for accountability. Third, it is possible that vocal public diplomacy, sanctions, or other pressure tactics may be needed to get the outgoing kleptocrat to adhere to the democratic result by stepping down. This is an intensely dramatic time when reformers will be working 20-hour days and on the phone daily or weekly with the Mission and key colleagues in Washington, discussing what international support is needed to support the democratic process and help prepare reformers to govern.

2. **Work with the new government to start showing the public results quickly:** As soon as a window opens, the race is on—against corrupt elements working overtime to close the window—to secure results that meet high public expectations. In 2004, within just a few months of Georgia’s Rose Revolution, the new government was already reorganizing the executive branch, enacting legislation, arresting corrupt former officials, and confiscating misappropriated assets—a sweeping campaign that led to an 80 percent decline in bribery by 2005. But while such early wins help establish credibility and generate momentum, the window has not been successfully converted into a virtuous circle that is robust against backsliding until the population shows its willingness to return to the streets and ballot boxes—as occurred in Romania from 2017 to 2020 (see image on page 33)—to defend the independence of their anti-corruption institutions. More than just the establishment of new registries and agencies, the public will need to see actual convictions of the most notorious kleptocrats and cronies. The people also need to be convinced that no particular personal connections are needed to receive government services. To attract foreign direct investment, reforms need to be seen abroad as irreversibly business-friendly across political
transitions. The government must also demonstrate restraint by not consolidating power through the old methods of oligarchic favoritism and abuse of criminal justice. It takes many years to do all of that convincingly and thus establish a virtuous circle. As such, the first few years of a window may be the most brittle period, when corrupt elements will try to thwart reform by sabotaging critical processes that often fall below the public’s radar. For example, the National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU) and its leaders have continually faced threats of legislative poison pills, defamation campaigns, groundless lawsuits, and obstructive tactics aided by corrupt general prosecutors. Missions should closely track these lines of attack and alert USAID/Washington to key developments. Missions and their partners should also be deeply enmeshed in the details around the legislative authorities of new institutions, the selection of individuals to run them, the hiring and training of new staff, enforcement of new rules, and cooperation of foreign law enforcement. Rapidly pivoting programming toward emerging needs will require timely information and flexible funding and mechanisms, which should be geared toward delivering support around the reformers’ top priorities within weeks of the window opening.

3. **Support a proactive communications strategy:** There are several common pitfalls associated with the public communications aspect of an anti-corruption reform campaign. One is that while talking about acts of corruption can help fuel opposition and open a

Thousands of Romanians rally in the freezing weather of February 2018 to protest a government call to fire Romania’s popular chief anti-corruption prosecutor. Photo by AFP.
window, continuing to do so after the window opens risks fueling public resignation, normalizing corrupt behavior, or otherwise backfiring against reform efforts. Missions can seek to inspire and educate people about salient anti-corruption successes by “naming and faming” integrity champions (see image). These are public servants who tirelessly deliver for the people, hold the powerful to account, and otherwise deliver fair, responsive, and effective governance. Another challenge is that corrupt actors and their enablers enjoy more media resources and greater willingness to use disinformation or smear tactics. They will aim to undermine reformers and confuse the public about who is really corrupt. Missions should work with reformers to proactively seize the information space, create new channels to connect with the public, help amplify local reform messages through international media and diplomatic channels, and continue investing in independent and investigative media.

4. **Manage public expectations, particularly around asset recovery:** When dekleptification windows open, the public often holds high expectations that within a matter of months the new government will be able to recover massive national wealth that was looted by kleptocrats. These expectations are usually misplaced, for a few reasons. First, while kleptocrats have some domestic assets that might be seizable, such as mansions, they will have spent many years preparing for this moment by stashing most of their ill-gotten wealth in foreign markets, hidden behind opaque layers of offshore legal ownership structures. Second, judicial systems under kleptocracies will be deeply compromised by entrenched loyalists and severely lacking in capacity to conduct serious investigations, prosecutions, convictions, and asset recoveries. Third, even after assets are seized, countries must negotiate how they are returned, including with relevant oversight mechanisms. As a result, the amount recovered will invariably be a fraction of the amount stolen, and even that is likely to take close to a decade of enforcement work. It is possible this timeline could be accelerated in the coming years. But meanwhile, reformers and international partners must
manage public expectations, even while initiating asset recovery. This may involve heavily publicizing any early wins, explaining the impediments to faster action, and holding the public through the process of learning the unwelcome lesson that most of the stolen money will remain out of reach for years to come. Officials can redirect public interest toward more systemic and achievable objectives of preventing future corruption and money laundering domestically. The greatest benefit of work on asset recovery may be that it serves as an entry point to improve the criminal justice system—capacity enhancements that will extend beyond specific cases and potentially serve as a deterrent against future looting, particularly when combined with the other transparency and accountability institutions of dekleptification. USAID Missions can work with State’s Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (State-INL) and with Justice Department attachés to explore programmatic interventions, such as supporting civil society engagement, particularly on the front and back end of the asset recovery process by tracing stolen money and advocating for integrity in the return phase. Finally, in addition to programming, USAID and State-INL can help make connections to international partners, such as the Basel Institute on Governance, the World Bank’s Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative, or the UK-hosted International Anti-Corruption Coordination Centre.74

5. **Continue investing in and connecting civil society:** When windows open, anti-corruption NGOs will face new needs around engaging the reformist government, new dynamics in sustaining public momentum, and new challenges such as losing key personnel as reformers shift from civil society to government. Too often, like after Armenia’s Velvet Revolution in 2018, citizens who engaged in the process of opening the window may feel as if, “We did our part. Now the government will do its part.”75 This perception can be compounded when activists who have transitioned into government assume they already understand the views of civil society, and thus fail to create clear pathways for sustained civic participation. The time after windows open is when it is most valuable for civil society to actively engage with both the reformist government and foreign partners, including by highlighting problems, framing political debates, pushing for reforms, monitoring implementation, telling the country’s story abroad, and more. NGOs are often positioned to be more directly vocal in their public communications than international organizations, and they tend to have deep local political context and flexibility to react to new developments. But they will need to build new skills, secure flexible and reliable funding, develop additional human capital, connect to reformers abroad with more dekleptification experience, and develop avenues to engage with the reformist government while also staying connected to the grassroots. Missions should program around these emerging needs, challenges, and opportunities by providing rapid, flexible, and sustained support. That includes both new technical workstreams and new organizational capacity needs such as strategic communications. Missions can also develop programs tailored to surge civil society support toward whatever part of the new dekleptification institutional architecture suffers from weak implementation or comes under threat (see, for example, the Support to Anti-Corruption Champion Institutions project discussed in the text box on page 64).

6. **Consider truth and reconciliation:** Dekleptification could borrow from the transitional justice field, which sometimes utilizes truth and reconciliation commissions. These bodies gather evidence about gross violations of human rights, provide space for perpetrators and victims to publicly acknowledge violence, and facilitate processes of accountability, redress, healing, and reform.76 When transitioning away from a kleptocratic system, societies need to decide which perpetrators were cogs trapped within the system—to be potentially forgiven, retrained, reformed, etc.—versus the kleptocrats who must be punished. For example, while
Georgia and Ukraine built new street police patrols from scratch (see image), such wholesale replacement was infeasible for some other police forces. For those units, they instituted “re-attestation” processes whereby all police officers had to undergo competitive civil service testing, cooperate with investigations into their personal wealth, submit to polygraph testing, interview for their jobs in front of commissions staffed by local anti-corruption and human rights activists, and pass rigorous training administered by foreign instructors. In Ukraine, the process purged some 10 percent of the force.77 State-INL similarly supports Ukrainian prosecutorial reform through the re-attestation of all Office of the Prosecutor General personnel.78 There may also be some situations when societies decide to expand a truth and reconciliation process beyond administrative corruption to also reach out to oligarchs or ministers who perpetuated a system of grand corruption but were not its architects. There are several understandable reasons why societies may seek to move on, and reconcile with the “old guard” rather than pursue severe consequences for all corrupt actors. For instance, a fragile political order might be incapable of administering strict justice. Enforcement could be seen as politicized if it disproportionately targets the past regime. Members of the past regime might also insist on an amnesty before they relinquish power, tell the truth, or return stolen wealth. Windows often close when corrupt business or political interests face harsh accountability with no bridges to reconciliation, so they mobilize spoilers to lobby against reform, fund political opposition, sow disinformation, and otherwise undermine the new government. Transnational corruption enables fugitive
oligarchs to bankroll subversion from offshore safe havens. In light of these risks, truth and reconciliation processes can help pace the adaptive work of dekleptification such that change is not unsustainably fast. All that said, if deposed kleptocrats can be impartially tried and convicted, that can reduce the risk of them returning to power, deter others from engaging in high-level corruption, and provide a measure of justice to the people. Strict accountability might be legitimately warranted and necessary to sustain public support. All things considered, decisions by communities about whether and how to hold one of their own accountable are at the beating heart of sovereignty, so this is an area where domestic actors should be granted extra latitude to pursue their own path. Missions can serve as a resource, including with programming and connections to specialized NGOs such as the International Center for Transitional Justice, which has worked on truth and reconciliation in more than 50 countries over the past two decades. USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives also brings relevant experience, most recently with Sudan’s Regime Dismantlement Committee.

### 7. Tie lending and other international benefits to strong anti-corruption conditionality:
Conditionality can position countries to open windows of opportunity. For example, in 2004, the European Council tied Romania’s European Union (EU) accession to revamping its anti-corruption strategy, including the creation of an independent enforcement agency and tough regulations. And even after a government has a clear public mandate to dekleptify, the extent to which well-resourced corrupt elements try to thwart progress at every stage means that keeping critical reforms on track requires continual external pressure. In Ukraine, for example, IMF loans, U.S. loan guarantees, EU financial assistance, and EU visa liberalization were all repeatedly conditioned upon concrete deliverables. These included institutionalizing comprehensive asset declarations, independent enforcement agencies run by leaders with integrity, Naftogaz (the Ukrainian state energy company) corporate governance reforms, the firing of a corrupt prosecutor-general, and other milestones (see Annex 1). Conditions were coordinated across donors who often had to withhold loans for months to show the government they were serious. Sometimes it is hard to get countries to accept such strict conditionality. This could be driven by a nation’s history of anti-Americanism or nonaligned politics, or by the People’s Republic of China offering loans that are purportedly condition-free (even if the real conditions are covert or corrupt). USAID is well positioned to provide informed input into U.S. interagency debates about which policy details to insist upon in loan agreements, when additional resources are needed to compete with opaque loan offerings, and when to escalate pressure on host governments to deliver upon international commitments. Establishing external accountability can also involve engraining key commitments in agreements with international bodies and drawing upon multilateral reviews of these obligations, including those conducted under the UN Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), the OAS’s Inter-American Convention against Corruption (MESICIC), the Council of Europe’s Group of States against Corruption (GRECO), the Financial Action Task Force, the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, and anti-corruption roadmaps set up by the G7. Finally, associating a nation’s reform journey with an anchoring framework—from bilateral free trade and security agreements to visa liberalization or accession into regional communities like the EU or NATO—can promise more enduring benefits than individual loans. Such anchors provide a national driving purpose and time horizon that transcends the political transitions of electoral cycles and thus helps keep the window open long enough to translate it into a virtuous circle.

### 8. Safeguard, monitor, and defend institutional independence:
Corrupt forces will never stop deploying their considerable resources toward attacking the independence of anti-corruption institutions, such as agencies established to investigate and prosecute grand...
corruption. These agencies must be safeguarded with strong legal autonomy, secure funding, competitive salaries, regular audits, merit-based personnel policies, and rigorous leadership selection processes. Once such a robust legal framework is in place, corrupt elements will continually try to undermine the process of selecting leaders with integrity (see the next bullet), enact legislation to water down statutory authorities, repurpose general prosecutors to tie down the anti-corruption work with red tape, file frivolous lawsuits against anti-corruption officials, and attack the character of agency employees. Key to defending against these tactics is investing in not only the agency itself but also its champions in civil society and oversight bodies. They spot such attacks and quickly flag concerns for the public and the international community. Finally, the independence and capacity of parliaments and local governments, as well as the competitiveness and capacity of political parties, are also important bulwarks against sabotage and backsliding.

9. **Ensure international involvement in integrity-based selection processes:** To facilitate faster and stronger accountability than would be possible in the ordinary judicial system, specialized anti-corruption enforcement agencies tend to be more independent and centralized. That means that the easiest way for corrupt actors to sabotage such an agency is to install a loyal crony as its head—someone who will protect his patrons or can be paid a bribe to undermine an investigation or prosecution. Thus, domestic reformers sometimes welcome highly reputable international experts to play a decisive role in the process of selecting a pool of finalists with integrity to run new anti-corruption agencies. Civil society should also contribute, although their designated spots in selection committees are sometimes taken by government-organized non-governmental organizations (GONGOs). To preserve sovereignty, domestic governance authorities should retain the power to decide who to select from the vetted pool of high-integrity finalists. From its experience in countries like Romania and Ukraine, State-INL now has considerable expertise in helping these selection processes succeed with strong international involvement.

10. **Avoiding political interference does not mean avoiding politically sensitive corruption issues:** Development professionals are committed to political impartiality, and rightly so. Pursuing development outcomes in a non-partisan fashion is essential to USAID’s effectiveness and credibility. Yet this commitment to political neutrality, and a desire to maintain good relations with host governments, has at times deterred development professionals from taking on hotly contested issues like corruption, which inherently involve challenging the status quo. Dekleptification settings can exacerbate these sensitivities, as anti-corruption is often the rallying cry for a new political party or faction aiming to fundamentally reform the social contract. Pursuing politically attuned but non-partisan anti-corruption work in such a context is both challenging and essential. USAID officers should focus their programming and communications on the merits of anti-corruption, while explicitly welcoming a range of political voices into the process, even if there is ultimately more uptake from one political side than the other. Helping a reformist government deliver on an anti-corruption mandate could ultimately have the knock-on effect of boosting its political standing. But as long as such particular political outcomes are not the goal, and USAID’s activities remain non-partisan, Missions should not shy away from playing an active role in such contexts.

11. **Combine the delivery of systemic reforms, impartial justice, and inclusive growth:** It is not enough to focus on reforms, justice, or inclusion alone; dekleptification requires attention to all three. First, truly upending the underlying kleptocratic power structures and building resilience against corrupt figures returning to power in the future
calls for institutionalizing systemic transparency and accountability reforms that close the space for corrupt practices, with a particular focus on the country’s most problematic private sectors and financial pathways. Second, populations that have long suffered under kleptocracy will not see an anti-corruption campaign as credible unless it successfully punishes the crooked rulers and their cronies through impartial, independent, and transparent legal proceedings. Third, sustaining public support requires supporting businesses looking to compete on a fair playing field and rooting administrative corruption out of the delivery of public services—such as police, health care, or education—that most commonly harm and alienate ordinary citizens.

Having reviewed the overall strategic concepts and lessons learned about working during windows of opportunity, we will now dive deeper into the three areas to prioritize programming and policy efforts: transparency, accountability, and inclusion.

PUBLIC TRANSPARENCY

To fuel and inform investigations by both civil society and law enforcement, the government needs to collect and open up public access to a far-reaching amount of information about who owns what throughout the country and how state resources are being spent. Reformers in countries suffering from kleptocracy find that the severity, pervasiveness, and danger of the corruption they face calls for much more extensive and strictly enforced public disclosure requirements than are common in Western democracies, where privacy considerations may take on more relative weight. Countries can chart their own open government priorities and learn from others by participating in the Open Government Partnership, whereby civil society collaborates with the government to co-create a National Action Plan.84 USAID programming around asset declarations, beneficial ownership, politically exposed persons, public financial management, and other transparency reforms could be considered under two programs launched at the 2021 Summit for Democracy: the Anti-Corruption Response Fund, which advances the fight against corruption at transitionary moments such as dekleptification windows, and the Global Accountability Program, which enhances partner countries’ ability to build resilience against kleptocracy and illicit finance.

- **Asset declarations**: Publicly disclose the assets and income of public officials and their family members. The disclosure regime should be grounded in laws that impose dissuasive criminal penalties for non-submissions, false statements, and illicit enrichment (which could be revealed by the disclosures). It should apply to a wide range of public officials, like in Ukraine, where about a million people file annually. The range of assets covered should be comprehensive, including real estate and vehicles that are owned or used, moveable assets like jewels and art, financial assets like foreign or domestic bank accounts or securities, in-kind benefits like gifts or loans, or any other interests or expenditures worth more than a few thousand dollars. Submissions should be electronic and uploaded to digital systems for capture, central collation, cross reference, and publication.85 An independent authority should verify data submitted and investigate and prosecute discrepancies between declarations and lifestyles.

- **Ownership registries**: Publicly disclose the ultimate beneficial owners of all domestic companies, properties, land, vehicles, and other assets by establishing registry databases. They should feature robust definitions, comprehensive coverage, sufficient detail, central collation, public access, structured data, verification measures, timely updates, auditable records, and well-enforced sanctions.86 Specialized NGOs like Open Ownership provide technical assistance to countries as they design and implement beneficial ownership
transparency (see images). A key lesson learned by Open Ownership in their advisory work is that there is a time lag between initial implementation of a registry and full realization of the anti-corruption benefits. As such, local reformers based in both civil society and the lower levels of government bureaucracy need perpetual international partnerships and other tools to sustain improvements over years. Civil society in countries that need to establish a beneficial ownership registry could also seek advice from the U.S. financial transparency activists who spent two decades advocating for what became the Corporate Transparency Act, so they bring recent experience assembling a successful coalition and grappling with tricky substantive and political issues. Finally, with the U.S. Treasury Department in the process of implementing the Corporate Transparency Act, that fresh technical expertise could be shared either directly from Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network or through Treasury’s Office of Technical Assistance (OTA). That could also be part of a broader Treasury or IMF technical assistance program meant to bring a country’s anti-money laundering system into compliance with standards set by the Financial Action Task Force.

- **PEP databases**: Publicly disclose a comprehensive list of politically exposed persons (PEPs). Those are politicians or others entrusted with prominent public functions. Banks are required to conduct enhanced due diligence on PEPs, which means obtaining more information about where PEPs’ money comes from. But too often, banks turn a blind eye to their customers’ status as PEPs—by taking the customer at their word or neglecting to do a Google search—and thus avoid enhanced due diligence. Failing to see that a Ukrainian customer is a PEP has become harder, because the USAID-funded Anti-Corruption Action Center maintains a public PEP database. Drawing from asset disclosures and company ownership registries, the database names some 50,000 Ukrainian PEPs, as well as their close associates, friends, and family, and 32,000 affiliated legal entities. The positive results of this test case motivated State-INL to fund a project implemented by C4ADS to launch a regional PEP database.

- **Public finances**: Establish transparent systems of public financial management, procurement, tax administration, customs, campaign finance, and digital service delivery. Focus on whatever flows of public money are substantial and opaque in any given economy. For example, USAID spent five years helping Liberia establish sound financial and budgetary management across 11 government institutions. The program covered not only fiscal, monetary, and procurement activities, but also transparent systems to manage the mining and timber sectors. That included computerized registries of Liberian mine owners, improved contracting and concession processes, and inventories and procedures for managing fixed assets. In Ukraine, the pre-2014 government did not disclose information...
about procurements conducted by state-owned companies. That gap allowed corruption to fund pervasive patronage networks in Ukraine. So in 2014, an unprecedented collaboration between businesses, the government, civil society, and international donors such as USAID led to the development of the award-winning ProZorro online public electronic procurement system required for all public procurements. In the Dominican Republic, the government has rolled out a software application that monitors 100 percent of procurement processes transacted through the official electronic procurement system in order to provide early warnings about possible irregularities and procurement violations (see images).

INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTABILITY

Making information public is only a means to an end, and that end is accountability. Populations that get fed up with the impunity of kleptocracy want nothing more than justice for the crooks who have spent years stealing from them. Aggrieved citizens open dekleptification windows with particular perpetrators or cases in mind. If the new reformist government fails to deliver accountability, nothing else it does will be sufficient to overcome the sense of impunity and generate the faith in government that is necessary to achieve a virtuous circle. This is particularly challenging in environments where the administration of justice itself—which is at the heart of sovereignty—has long been manipulated by autocrats to serve their own corrupt interests. The adaptive work is made even harder by the risk that purges of the political class—as in Brazil’s Lava Jato scandal—could have the unintended consequence of increasing public cynicism and paving the way for new autocratic populists who promise to end corruption in exchange for infringements upon essential democratic freedoms. As such, bringing the public along as old systems of accountability are reformed or replaced is some of the trickiest work of dekleptification. It is central to the rule-of-law work pursued under USAID’s Global Accountability Program, announced at the 2021 Summit for Democracy.

- **Specialized anti-corruption institutions**: The corruption of law enforcement is so fundamental to kleptocratic systems, that this sector tends to be thoroughly penetrated and compromised. While a multi-year reform process gets underway, quickly delivering accountability for salient corruption crimes often requires standing up from scratch—sometimes not even hiring from the existing enforcement agencies—new independent bodies. These specialized institutions have exclusive jurisdiction over criminal proceedings into grand corruption schemes perpetrated by senior officials. In some cases, these institutions collectively cover the complete rule-of-law process, meaning they include
investigative agencies, prosecutors’ offices, specialized courts, asset recovery management, and other agencies. For example, USAID, State-INL, and U.S. law enforcement were actively involved in helping Ukraine establish its National Anti-Corruption Bureau (see image), Specialized Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office, National Agency on Corruption Prevention, High Anti-Corruption Court, Asset Recovery and Management Agency, and other agencies (see Annex 1). Leaving out any one of these institutions could risk undermining the work of the others (as Ukraine learned from the absence of convictions until it created the High Anti-Corruption Court), while the leadership of some agencies may need to be reconstituted if they get co-opted by corrupt elements (as happened to Ukraine’s National Agency on Corruption Prevention). Together with civil society monitors and other U.S. government partners, Missions should actively support the swift establishment and implementation of these independent institutions, with strong underlying policy details. That means offering technical advice, programming assistance, and informal connections to get outside experts involved in the legislative drafting, day-to-day political advocacy, high-level political interventions, leadership selection processes, training of new staff, and other steps in the institution-building process.

- **Judicial reform:** While reforming the existing judicial system takes time, it cannot be put off for too long. Seeing Ukraine learn this lesson the hard way (see Annex 1), Moldovan President Maia Sandu made it one of her signature early initiatives to eliminate corrupt figures from the judicial system by establishing an extraordinary process of external pre-vetting to conduct integrity reviews of candidates to be judges and prosecutors. USAID quickly became the primary donor supporting this effort (see text box on page 29). Beyond vetting, USAID and State-INL can support training programs for judges and prosecutors that focus on how corruption takes place, teach trainees how to respond when it emerges, warn of the severe consequences for infractions, and culminate in rigorous integrity assessments.
Trainees that pass such assessments could be granted pay raises and special recognitions, while those who fail should be removed from public service.

- **International enforcement:** Windows are often too brief for domestic authorities to resolve complicated criminal cases. That is because judicial reform and legal proceedings take years, stolen assets are often held offshore, and specialized anti-corruption agencies risk being undermined in the future. As examples of the latter risk, see Romania’s 2018 firing of its chief anti-corruption prosecutor or Guatemala’s 2019 termination of its anti-corruption commission known as CICIG. Given these delays, another important tool is to externalize investigations and prosecutions by sending cases to foreign jurisdictions, where authorities can freeze assets and start building cases quickly. They can continue prosecuting and recovering assets even after a country’s window closes. In Malaysia, U.S. prosecutions and confiscations related to the 1Malaysia Development Berhad (1MDB) scandal proceeded even after a window of opportunity closed in less than two years (see image). The U.S. government can help partner governments quickly set up information sharing protocols and other tools to facilitate legal collaboration. USAID and State-INL can connect partner governments with international networks of law enforcement specialists that share information around alleged grand corruption. Examples include the World Bank’s International Corruption Hunters Alliance, Norway’s Corruption Hunter Network, and the U.K.’s Anti-Corruption Coordination Centre. Civil society can also play a crucial role in facilitating international accountability, whether it comes in the form of reputational costs, sanctions, or legal actions. With the French prosecution of Equatorial Guinean kleptocrat Teodorin Obiang, civil society organizations not only conducted the investigation but also won legal standing to initiate civil proceedings that culminated in conviction and confiscation. Anti-corruption activists also join forces with international media outlets and
diploma communities to get the story out in developed countries where the stolen assets are located and professional enablers are based. USAID partners in Ukraine such as the Anti-Corruption Action Center have excelled at this kind of research and advocacy, particularly during moments when notorious kleptocrats are widely covered in the international press, such as Yanukovych’s facilitators in 2014 and Putin’s wallets in 2022. Bill Browder—a prominent investor who led an international campaign to punish corrupt Russian human rights abusers—spurred criminal proceedings by hearing from whistleblowers, following the money, making complaints to legal authorities, and sharing law enforcement findings across jurisdictions. USAID and other donors looking to hold kleptocrats and their accomplices accountable can support outsiders—from governments to prosecutor networks to civil society advocates—who help investigate, prosecute, freeze, and confiscate the proceeds of kleptocracy.

- **Police reform:** In many countries, the most common citizen experience of corruption is being shaken down or extorted by the police. Sometimes police officers have to pay a bribe to get the job in the first place. Once on duty, they have to pay kickbacks to superiors that go all the way up the chain of command to ministers and regime insiders. Meanwhile, with state coffers depleted by graft, there is insufficient budgetary allotment to pay official salaries. Thus, kleptocratic systems pressure police officers to spend their workday collecting bribes or taking a cut from illicit trafficking. In such environments, a credible dekleptification campaign must undertake muscular police reform. Moreover, dekleptification often begins in situations of political factionalization, violent conflict, entrenched oligarchy, economic dislocation, and other severe challenges, leaving the reform of discredited police as the most viable, salient, and timely win available to reformers. For example, the 80 percent decline in bribery within a year of Georgia’s Rose Revolution was led by reforms to street policing, where a purge in corruption was accompanied by a tenfold increase in salaries.

- **Strategic pacing and communication:** Thoughtfully and clearly bringing the public along is crucial to accountability efforts. Windows often open with unrealistic expectations that the oligarchs will be thrown in jail and their billions quickly returned to state coffers. This presents an adaptive challenge around public education and a glaring risk of pacing the work too slowly. But at the other extreme, sweeping prosecutions of an entire class of corrupt officials can backfire if they fuel public fatalism about corruption and civic apathy. In addition to appropriately pacing the work, reformers need to be ready to mitigate these risks through the following activities: communications campaigns offering examples of officials acting with integrity; civic engagement campaigns focused on the vital importance of preserving democracy; and support for political party development that opens the door to participation by civic-minded parties and candidates at a time when people will be looking for alternatives.

**INCLUSIVE GROWTH**

It is not enough to make the political-economic system transparent and to hold some kleptocrats and their criminal associates accountable. The third equally important priority during a dekleptification window is to stimulate “inclusive growth,” defined as broad-based economic growth that reduces poverty and increases access to productive opportunities while ensuring markets are competitive. In dekleptification windows, USAID is often particularly focused on fostering competitive markets, which requires breaking up the monopolistic hold of oligarchs over key sectors and proactively helping honest businesses fill that vacated space. Succeeding in this aim requires working with governments to institutionalize competitive market policies and with private-sector associations and networks of entrepreneurs to foster a business culture that prizes integrity, ethics,
and compliance. Instilling competition throughout the economic sectors that are most severely captured by kleptocratic networks also requires integration of anti-corruption objectives across health, infrastructure, energy, and other sectors.99 And delivering basic services without money getting siphoned off by corrupt officials often calls for thoughtfully decentralized governance, digitized services, and citizen participation.

Finally, USAID and its partners focus not solely on the traditional lanes of development assistance but also on other pragmatic approaches to stimulate inclusive growth.100 In some countries, for example, the most urgent need may not be technical assistance but rather access to specific export markets, debt relief, logistics support (see image), or bureaucratic expertise.101 The key to determining inclusive priorities is dialogue with local reformers and engaged citizens. They will be closely attuned to the wins that would most saliently improve people’s everyday lives. And that is what’s needed for citizens to become sufficiently attached to the new inclusive institutions that they would defend them whenever and wherever they come under attack.

- **Business competition:** Central to dekleptification is reclaiming captured sectors from oligarchs and creating a level playing field for competition among a wide range of independent businesses. That includes both existing local companies and new market entrants, as well as foreign direct investment by international companies with strong anti-bribery compliance practices. In CIPE’s terminology, displacing “corrosive capital” requires crowding it out with “constructive capital.”102 Breaking up the monopolies that enrich oligarchs will inevitably draw them out for a fierce struggle. This contest must be won on behalf of competitive market interests. That means not just small and medium business owners but also employees and customers who demand better wages, choices, and prices. Success requires proactively assembling a similarly broad-based advocacy coalition throughout the country, backed by
government officials at the highest levels and the full range of international donors and political powers. And beyond just pushing oligarchs out of captured economic spaces, assuring that corrupt figures do not fill those vacated spaces requires proactively helping ethical businesses and entrepreneurs compete for strong market positions. All this requires a sophisticated program of inclusive growth programming to build well-functioning market infrastructure, reform state-owned enterprises, establish sound economic governance, and improve access to productive opportunities. USAID’s convening power among investors and its seat on the board of the Development Finance Corporation can help drive transparent, high-quality investment toward countries undertaking dekleptification. The convening power of USAID and that of business-oriented allies such as CIPE’s Anti-Corruption & Governance Center and the Basel Institute’s B2B Collective Action Hub also help local actors build cultures of trust between the private sector and civil society advocates dedicated to clean capitalism. There is often animosity between private and civic actors, particularly after high-level corruption scandals or long-standing corrupt relationships between businesses and government officials. This underscores the importance of growing a management class of private sector professionals who participate in a progressive business civil society. That community can be populated with networks of independent directors, corporate secretaries, and compliance officers. In priority countries such as Ukraine, USAID has collaborated closely with the Commerce Department to bring delegations of business executives to work with the host government on market reform roadmaps that help attract foreign direct investment. Meanwhile, Treasury helps align priorities with structural reforms recommended by the international financial institutions. Graduating to a virtuous circle of clean competition requires building trust through these reform processes and communicating positive changes. The ultimate goal is to shift public expectations from a cynical belief that everyone is corrupt to a new social equilibrium featuring confidence that it is possible to conduct business honestly and not pay a steep price for it.

- **Inclusive growth diagnostics, jobs diagnostics, and related aid programming:** When a USAID Mission is analyzing what programmatic priorities would provide the strongest support to inclusive growth, they will ask questions like whether it is more critical to invest in the primary education system, or to improve the quality of rural infrastructure. As an example within a single sector, finance, it is important to understand whether the broadest economic benefits would come from private equity to fund entrepreneurs, commercial banking to lend to small and medium enterprises, or capital markets to funnel constructive capital. To analyze these issues, Missions can work through USAID’s Center for Economics and Market Development (EMD) to conduct an “inclusive growth diagnostic” (see image). That is an evidence-based approach to identifying the most important...
constraints preventing a country, region, or sector from achieving faster, poverty-reducing, economic growth. Similarly, Missions can work with EMD to conduct a jobs diagnostic, which is a quantitative examination to identify primary constraints to job creation. Missions can also build programs dedicated to working with the public and private sectors to enhance economic governance, grow open and transparent markets, and facilitate trade for broader-based growth.

- **Integration across offices, agencies, and donors:** When government ministries are known to be controlled by powerful corrupt interests, development practitioners often work around the corruption, sidestepping the problem in order to achieve sectoral outcomes. That approach does not work for dekleptification, a mission that calls for seeking out and dismantling kleptocratic power centers and returning captured revenues to their rightful owners. As such, USAID officers across all sectors are encouraged to reflect on how their work can advance dekleptification (e.g., through investing in transparent procurement of health commodities or breaking up monopolistic control in the energy sector). Leveraging USAID expertise, resources, and relationships across sectors can help maximize windows of opportunity for change and catalyze development progress. Doing this requires collaborating across offices within USAID, departments of the U.S. government, and other bilateral and multilateral donors. For example, integrating dekleptification programs across the Ukrainian sectors of health, land, state-owned enterprises, finance, education, and energy involved close coordination across several U.S. departments and agencies. It also involved collaboration with non-U.S. donors such as the IMF, World Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), European Investment Bank, and the EU. When designing conditionality under a lending arrangement such as a U.S. loan guarantee, the National Security Council would coordinate with USAID, State, Commerce, Treasury, Energy, and other U.S. departments and agencies to ensure that the conditionality reflected the most important reform deliverables prioritized by the United States and other donors (see Annex 1).

- **Decentralization:** One way to increase the ability of local governments to provide public services is to decentralize the political, fiscal, and administrative dimensions of national governments to subnational governments (see image). In some instances, this can increase...
accountability through greater community-level oversight. In countries with entrenched kleptocratic structures at the levels of municipal and regional governance, it may be necessary to create new territorial units and transfer resources and responsibilities to them and away from the old clientelistic power centers, a novel approach to decentralization that USAID has helped pioneer in Ukraine (see Annex 1).\(^\text{108}\) USAID is now supporting Zambia as they decentralize procurement to accountable local actors so that money meant to hire rural teachers or restock remote health clinics does not get skimmed off the top in the capital.\(^\text{109}\)

- **Digitized services:** Services through which citizens commonly interact with their government—from property registration to business licensing—are frequently the locus of administrative corruption and a constraint on growth. Political analysis should use data on grievance submissions, polling, personal interviews, and other sources to identify the corrupted services that are most salient to citizens. With that information in hand, reformist governments can show the public tangible improvements and support inclusion by automating aspects of those services, while remaining conscious of the digital divide. According to a non-profit business association that tracks bribery risks around the world, digitalization of public services is one of the easiest ways governments can reduce bribery.\(^\text{110}\) For example, USAID implemented two projects in Albania that streamlined and digitalized the processes required for businesses to declare and pay taxes, register businesses, receive business license applications, obtain a construction permit, and conduct public procurement. Together with an information campaign among businesses and engagement with civil society monitors, these efforts in Albania cut corruption at least in half on all of these processes and eliminated bribery entirely for some processes such as business registration.\(^\text{111}\)

- **Citizen participation:** While kleptocracy is backed by deep financial resources, the power of reform is that it can marshal overwhelming numbers of people. Tapping into people power is key to sustaining reform movements and it requires active recruitment and clear pathways for civic participation.\(^\text{112}\) One of the most effective ways USAID supports inclusive growth—and helps reformers in dekleptification windows lift up the lives of the brave individuals who risked everything to put them in office—is through thoughtful and innovative programming dedicated to women’s economic empowerment and gender equality.\(^\text{113}\) USAID also helps countries establish legal aid centers to help families access legal rights (see image).
citizen advocate offices to take supportive legal actions on behalf of citizens seeking redress from their government, ombudsman offices to take reports about corruption and act on them, legislation to protect whistleblowers who report cases of corruption, freedom of information laws to provide citizens with access to public documents, laws and regulations requiring government meetings be open to the public, tools around participatory budgeting and social auditing, and other institutions to build citizen oversight into efforts to improve service delivery and root out kleptocracy. Participation in accountability can also be facilitated by online systems that engage citizens in registering bribe requests. Complaint registries can be administered by either an NGO (like “I Paid A Bribe.com,” run by Janaagraha in India) or by the government (like “Pay No Bribe,” run by Sierra Leone’s Anti-Corruption Committee. These have been shown to reduce the frequency of bribery by as much as three quarters.

- **Progress beyond programs:** Windows of dekleptification come with sky-high expectations that citizens will quickly start experiencing tangible improvements in their day-to-day lives. To jumpstart progress (and contend with budget constraints), the U.S. government can complement its programming with targeted diplomatic engagement, donor coordination, and problem-solving support. For example, in addition to helping Moldova seize its current window through media and rule-of-law programming, USAID is helping reduce Moldova’s dependence on Russian energy and reroute exports originally due for Minsk and Moscow to European and global partners. That has included advocating for EU trucking permits and collaborating with José Andrés to help Moldova find a home for tens of millions of dollars’ worth of apples that were stuck in cold storage due to the Ukraine war and the Kremlin’s blockade of Black Sea ports (see image). Creative efforts to support livelihoods are essential for sustaining dekleptification.
After the Window: Holding a Backsliding Government Accountable

For Missions in countries where a window for dekleptification appears to be closing, the main objective is to defend wins by holding the government accountable and protecting the ability of civil society to continue operating, either locally or after fleeing the country if needed. Interagency coordination will be as important as ever. That is because in addition to shifts in USAID policy and programming—like redirecting resources away from a backsliding government and using public diplomacy to increase pressure—the U.S. government may increasingly rely on other tools such as economic sanctions and law enforcement actions.

The first need when a window appears to be closing is to use political analysis to understand how and why rekleptification is happening and what can be done about it. In particular, the programming implications will differ depending on how suddenly the window is closing (see Figure 6).

On one end of the spectrum, backsliding can occur gradually, with dekleptification asphyxiated by a lack of progress. In the terminology of adaptive leadership, reformers may have paced the work too slowly (or avoided the hard work) and failed to see needs and opportunities to intensify the process of collective change. For example, after sensational corruption scandals took down governments and ushered in separate windows of opportunity in South Africa and Malaysia in 2018, within a couple of years the failures to bring corrupt figures to justice in both countries led to impunity narratives that sapped popular support and undermined anti-corruption reform momentum.

On the other end of the spectrum, violent backlashes can slam windows closed, often quite suddenly and ferociously in response to progress against kleptocracy. In these cases, reformers may have paced the work too rapidly, triggering a backlash that shut down the adaptive process. Foreign or domestic corrupt elements come to view abrupt takeovers as their last best hope to maintain the kleptocratic system that protects their personal and political interests. A domestic example is the October 2021 military takeover in Sudan, which derailed the civilian-led transition to democracy. An example of a foreign invasion aiming to rekleptify a country is Russia’s 2022 attempt to brutally capture and subjugate Kyiv (see Annex 1).

In between these two extremes are window closures that play out over long periods of time, perhaps a decade. Corrupt elements—domestic or foreign—react to progress by wielding subversive tactics or open cooptation at pivotal flashpoints, such as elections or firings, in order to set back the dekleptification movement. The window that opened with the anti-corruption commitments of Romania’s EU accession has been beset by fits and starts as effective institutions have become targets and weapons of domestic political power, including pivotal flashpoints such as the 2018 firing of the chief anti-corruption prosecutor. Upon ascending to the top of their respective authoritarian systems, Putin and Xi Jinping each moved to project an image of a reformer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gradual Backsliding</th>
<th>Subversion at Flashpoints</th>
<th>Violent Backlash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Failure to prosecute kleptocrats fuels impunity narrative that saps popular support and undermines reform momentum</td>
<td>Key elections, firings, and other turning points irreversibly set back the anti-corruption movement</td>
<td>Corrupt elements see abrupt takeover as their last best hope to keep the kleptocratic system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples: South Africa, 2018-2019
Malaysia, 2018-2020

Examples: Georgia, 2012-present
Romania, 2017-2019

Examples:
Sudan, 2021: domestic mil. takeover
Ukraine, 2022: Russia’s attempted regime change
by launching an anti-corruption campaign, which in both cases ended up being a pretense to consolidate power.\textsuperscript{122} Even what started out as genuine anti-corruption windows in Brazil, Angola, Egypt, and other countries have been co-opted by a new generation of politicians purporting to fight corruption while instead consolidating power. In many instances, the gradual closing of a window is accelerated by strategic corruption, such as the People’s Republic of China’s use of opaque infrastructure loans paired with widespread bribery, off-book campaign donations, and the absence of independent oversight.\textsuperscript{123}

The Kremlin’s most common method of closing other countries’ reform windows is covertly bankrolling opposition political parties. The Russian Federation has gotten caught deploying financial interference in elections more than 100 times over the past decade.\textsuperscript{124} Until 2014, the targets were mostly limited to the former Soviet bloc. For example, Ukraine’s Orange Revolution and Georgia’s Rose Revolution ended when Russia-backed oligarchs funded pro-Russian candidates who became presidents and rekleptified the two countries.\textsuperscript{125} Over the decade ending in 2014, Putin felt increasingly rebuffed by Western politicians who would not stand for his violations of the sovereignty of neighboring countries.\textsuperscript{126} His relations with the West came to a head when Ukrainians opened their dekleptification window in 2014. Since then, the Kremlin has dramatically expanded the target surface of its financial interference in elections, deploying covert foreign money all over the world, often to close windows or prevent them from opening (see Figure 7).\textsuperscript{127}

Programming and policy objectives when a window is closing will depend on the suddenness of the closure. In cases of gradual backsliding, a key goal may be avoiding the frog-in-boiling-water syndrome by raising awareness within the country, internationally, and throughout the U.S. interagency. There may still be opportunities to defend wins and get dekleptification back on track by working with key stakeholders and strategically escalating pressure on the regime. By contrast, drastic militarized backlashes will immediately elevate the country’s issues on the international agenda. In those cases, objectives will involve harnessing attention toward constraining the kleptocratic regime and defending vulnerable reformers and change agents. As such, political analysis is a crucial starting point.

**Figure 7: Global Surge of Financial Interference in Democracies**
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• **Conduct political analysis:** Some topics of political analysis will be similar to before the window opened, including sensitive questions about corrupt actors. But new questions will also arise, centered around why the window is closing, the means through which spoilers are resourcing their efforts, new threats facing partners on the ground, retrospective lessons about missed opportunities to sustain the window, and potential moves to defend wins secured during the window and to prepare for future windows. The public, reformers, and the international community may all be suffering from disappointment and disillusionment. That should be acknowledged in order to develop programming and messaging options that mitigate the risk of spiraling apathy and impunity. Anti-corruption capacities that were built up within the government may need to be absorbed into civil society at a time when donor interest may be waning. Lingering reformers in government may provide openings for measures to defend wins, and political analysis can help spot these opportunities, as well as risks. Corrupt elements will be learning how to reverse progress made during the window and prevent it from happening again, so the U.S. government and its partners must similarly analyze developments and plan a new course of action.128 For example, the study commissioned by USAID in 2022 about how the Sudanese military recaptured kleptocratic revenue streams recommended that sanctioning authorities target key financial nodes, the private sector and aid providers disengage from business with state-controlled enterprises, and the international community support civilian organizations pursuing justice and accountability in Sudan.129

• **Support and defend change agents:** Times when windows close can be dangerous for anti-corruption change agents who worked boldly during the window and may now face grave threats of retribution and repression. When a window closes, it can be easy for the international community to simply move on, rather than creatively devising new strategies to protect reform allies. They should prepare to quickly respond if a reformer needs specialized security services to protect against legal, digital, physical, psychological, and other threats, or alternatively, needs to flee the country or seek other forms of safe haven. With corrupt elements now controlling and likely abusing the judicial system, harassing reformers and journalists with groundless criminal prosecution may become common. The persistence of bureaucrats administering reforms such as disclosure systems (which may have been initiated during the window but need sustained multi-year efforts to bear fruit) will become crucial and tenuous. The remaining prominent officials with independence and integrity may come under attack, like prosecutors and judges recently in Guatemala.130 Missions can be in contact with State-DRL about the Lifeline Embattled CSO Assistance Fund and avenues for political asylum.131 USAID’s Empowering Anti-Corruption Change Agents Program could be used to provide new services to existing partners, such as support to relocate operations to safer jurisdictions. Missions should continue providing safe spaces for dialogue among reformers, including engagements with broader societal elements to consolidate and sustain new coalitions that formed during the window. And even though the window has closed, Missions should consider how to sustain and potentially grow investments in activists advocating for the preservation of reforms and journalists exposing corruption and autocracy.

• **Shift resources away from increasingly corrupt governments:** As windows close, Missions should consider redirecting assistance away from an increasingly autocratic government and toward civil society, and requesting support from Washington to do so if needed. In cases of windows slamming shut suddenly or experiencing major flashpoints in the closure process, this may involve a freeze on programming with the government and an assessment of how U.S. assistance can avoid indirectly enabling public corruption. In more
gradual cases, there may be greater opportunity for influencing government calculations. In either case, programmatic pivots should include pointed public explanations of the problematic backsliding and changes that the U.S. government would like to see before turning back toward support for the government. USAID took these steps in 2021 with regard to El Salvador and Guatemala.132

- **Ratchet up public diplomacy to call out rekleptification**: The need to publicly criticize the rise of corrupt autocracy will extend well beyond justifying a reallocation of resources. In coordination with State and other U.S. government actors, public diplomacy will become an essential tool for mobilizing public attention and raising pressure on the regime. From references to corruption in readouts of meetings with government officials to social media spotlighting of changemakers (where welcome), public messaging can both highlight corruption trends and provide a modicum of support to embattled reformers. This can also involve amplifying the messages of local researchers and reformers seeking to break through to an international community that may be losing interest.

- **Support corruption sanctions by deepening engagement with interagency and civil society partners**: When corrupt actors retake power, one important U.S. government tool Missions may or may not have experience leveraging is strong sanctions on corrupt individuals. Sanctions and other deterrence measures can include either Treasury Department asset freezes or State Department visa bans. Administrator Power announced in June 2022 that USAID is embracing a new role of partnering with other agencies across the U.S. government to support corruption sanctions against bad actors and kleptocrats.133 Whereas USAID’s history with U.S. sanctions regimes has primarily been oriented toward working with interagency partners to secure licenses for humanitarian partners who provide lifesaving support to people living amidst sanctioned terrorists, USAID has a whole array of partners. These include investigative journalists, activists, and civil society actors who often have unique insights into where and how illicit gains are stashed away, and they are eager to pass that information to sanctioning authorities. After President Biden established the KleptoCapture task force, USAID worked with civil society partners in Ukraine and other partner countries who track, for example, yachts owned by Russian oligarchs and moored in Western ports, passing this information along to colleagues at the Department of Justice and Treasury. Missions can connect local civil society actors with NGOs that chair expansive networks of human rights and anti-corruption activists around the world that submit evidentiary packages for sanctions, such as Human Rights First, REDRESS, and the Open Society European Policy Institute.134 These NGOs teach local activists about the process of securely submitting evidence and help them build and advocate for cases by providing submission templates, primers, FAQs, training, and other resources. Missions can also work with USAID-Washington and interagency colleagues to share insights from local partners about corruption networks and in-country context about how sanctions would best advance a holistic, sustained anti-corruption strategy. More than just low-level “bag men” who carry out financial crimes, targets for consideration should include high-level figures orchestrating influence trading, abuse of power, obstruction of justice, and other schemes that perpetuate grand and strategic corruption.
CONCLUSION

The ultimate objective of dekleptification is to help nations that endeavor to adapt their social contract away from kleptocracy and toward new social norms about the government’s duties and the public’s intolerance for corruption. Such adaptations take many years or decades, sustained by virtuous circles of institutions that prove effective and popular enough to withstand efforts to undermine them and restore kleptocratic rule. Exceptional institutional and societal resilience is needed in strategically contested countries, where the influence of foreign kleptocracies and the pathways of transnational corruption provide enormous resources to corrupt elements seeking to undermine reform.

The most important and essential precondition for a virtuous circle is very broad and highly mobilized demand throughout the society, driving powerful domestic political action that ushers in a window of opportunity to roll back kleptocracy. Amid those pivotal openings, reformers urgently call for rapid responses from the international donor community. They need everything from fast-moving funding to targeted communications to in-kind technical expertise. When deciding how to build cutting-edge institutions to deliver transparency, accountability, and inclusion, reformers benefit greatly from lessons learned during similar windows in other countries.

This guide captures those insights. It draws from USAID experts who were on the ground during the windows of Georgia 2004-2012, Romania 2004-2018, Egypt 2011-2013, Brazil 2013-2019, Ukraine 2014-present, Guatemala 2015-2017, Armenia 2018-present, South Africa 2018-2019, Malaysia 2018-2020, Sudan 2019-2021, Moldova 2021-present, Bulgaria 2021-present, the Dominican Republic 2020-present, and Zambia 2021-present. USAID partnered with reformers who forged inclusive institutions that were radically transparent and aggressively accountable, generating models for other countries confronting kleptocracy and strategic corruption. These reformers tried to establish anti-corruption institutions rapidly enough to seize and sustain fleeting windows of political will. And they scoped the policy details to be far more transparent, independent, and inclusive than is common elsewhere. This is not apolitical and technocratic work; it requires overwhelming public demand, timely political analysis, vibrant civil society, well-coordinated donors and interagency partners, and Missions highly attuned to the fluid and intense political dynamics of dekleptification.

This comprehensive approach to rolling back kleptocratic structures is central to the modern pursuit of development, democracy, and peace.
ANNEX 1: UKRAINE CASE STUDY, 2014-PRESENT

The window of opportunity that opened with Ukraine’s 2014 Revolution of Dignity is the clearest model of inclusive institutions developing into a virtuous circle. Eight years later, Ukrainian dekleptification has been effective and popular. It continues to not only help repel kleptocracy and strategic corruption, but also help equip and motivate Ukrainians to defend their sovereignty with historic valor on the battlefield.

As Ukraine looks ahead to rebuilding from the devastation of Russia’s brutal war, it faces both an urgent need to restart anti-corruption progress that remains halted—reportedly due to the war—and a historic opportunity to consolidate its gains in democratic governance and make Ukraine a regional model for evolving past a post-kleptocratic legacy. Dekleptification is a generational project. Mistakenly viewing the mission as having now been accomplished would invite risks of backsliding and rekleptification, which can still happen eight years into a window, as demonstrated by nearby Georgia since 2012. Ukraine’s system of governance still suffers from concentrated power and informal decision-making that often bypasses democratic accountability and favors powerful interests. Costs for large state construction projects are reportedly inflated by 30 percent, including a 10 percent kickback for policy makers. Even after the recent appointment to head the Specialized Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office, another three of the five specialized anti-corruption bodies lack permanent leadership. Several sectors remain monopolized by oligarchs, such as media, energy, construction, and transport. These and other transparency and accountability vulnerabilities were glaring before 2022 and some have worsened during the war. Integrating Ukraine’s anti-corruption achievements into its wartime and rebuilding processes would require utilizing its world-leading systems of transparency like ProZorro, empowering the specialized anti-
corruption bodies with needed resources and permanent leadership, and giving Ukraine’s vibrant civil society a prominent role in planning and overseeing the flow of funds.

But on the other hand, Ukraine is currently displaying an unprecedented degree of national unity and resolve to continue the dekleptification journey it embarked upon in 2014 and work toward EU accession. And what this case study shows is that international donors, political leaders, expert analysts, and others involved in recovery and reconstruction can have the benefit of a strong foundation of anti-corruption institutions that Ukraine has built over the past eight years and any rebuilding programs can incorporate implementation lessons learned along the way.

USAID and the international community can learn a great deal from this case. It’s based on the current status, as of September 2022, of a highly dynamic situation in Ukraine. The trajectory of this window remains fluid as Russia deploys unprecedented brutality to try to break Ukraine’s virtuous circle of dekleptification.

**STRATEGIC CONTEXT**

For almost as long as Putin has been in power, he has tried to control Kyiv by covertly funding pro-Russian political parties and manipulative news platforms in Ukraine. It started back in 2004, when the Kremlin secretly arranged for Russian state-owned energy conglomerate Gazprom to enrich corrupt intermediaries such as oligarch Dmytro Firtash. Together with $10 billion in loans from bankers close to Putin, Firtash reportedly funded the 2010 election bid of pro-Russian Ukrainian presidential contender Viktor Yanukovich, who went on to win. Russia also used corruption to fund pro-Russian separatists in regions of the Donbas in eastern Ukraine, pay for online disinformation, and control half of Ukrainian television news channels through oligarchs such as Viktor Medvedchuk (Putin’s top proxy in Ukraine who was also reportedly enriched by sweetheart deals from Moscow).

But by the time of Ukraine’s 2019 presidential and parliamentary elections—five years into the window—Putin’s corrupt gas scheme in Ukraine had diminished. The pro-Russian candidate it funded got less than 12 percent of the vote (although the pro-Russian party did win the second most number of seats in the 2019 parliamentary election, enabling it to continue to delay and kill reform bills). Landslide victories by Volodymyr Zelenskyy in the presidential election and his upstart reform allies in the parliamentary election sustained the window through a democratically legitimate transition and replenished the public mandate for dekleptification. Transatlantic resolve and bipartisan U.S. support for Ukraine—and its two-front war against Russia and corruption—persisted through political volatility in Western democracies. Ukraine sanctioned Medvedchuk’s close associates and forced their three pro-Russian news channels off the air on February 2, 2021, and followed up by seizing assets owned by Medvedchuk and his family on February 19, 2021. Less than two days later, the Russian military started building up on Ukraine’s borders as an alternative means to subvert Ukrainian sovereignty now that funding political parties and manipulating television news with the proceeds of corruption had become less effective. Putin sees the effectiveness of Ukrainian dekleptification and democracy as grave threats to both his imperial ambitions and his kleptocratic authoritarianism at home. That is primarily because dekleptification could inspire the Russian people to reform their own social contract. It also closes channels of strategic corruption flowing from Moscow to Kyiv, prepares Ukraine for integration into Euro-Atlantic institutions, and strengthens Ukraine’s defensive capabilities.

Dekleptification makes a country and its fighting force stronger on several levels. In early 2014, Russia was able to take over most of the Ukrainian navy without firing a shot, partly by bribing Ukrainian sailors and commanders. A separate example of corruption undermining a government’s
The Taliban's ability to waltz into Kabul in August 2021 after having reportedly paid off rural leaders and government officials who did not want to fight for a corrupt regime. The sides are flipped today in Russia's war on Ukraine: The forces of kleptocracy struggle in their military invasion against a great power of dekleptification. Compared to 2014, Russian subversive activities in Ukraine are now less effective, with bribe money for a coup d’état reportedly either stolen by Russian intelligence services or pocketed by Ukrainian targets who remained loyal. Rampant corruption throughout the Russian armed forces has undermined the military modernization process underway since shortly after Russia’s 2008 invasion of Georgia. But Ukraine’s most powerful advantage over Russia is public confidence that the country is defending an open democracy worth fighting for, rather than taking orders from an authoritarian kleptocracy organized around prolonging the rule of thieves.

The heroism, courage, and morale of Ukrainians in the war against Russia is the ultimate evidence of a virtuous circle. It would not be possible without eight years of hard-fought work building the institutions of dekleptification. Ukraine had plenty of missteps and tough lessons along the way, and still has extensive work to do on corruption challenges that will take a generation or more to overcome. The risk of backsliding remains and deoligarchization has not yet been really undertaken, so Ukraine must use the current moment of unity to press forward with dekleptification. The approaches and lessons of this guide and case study will remain as important as ever for Ukraine as it sets out to safeguard the billions of foreign aid that will have to be spent rebuilding the war-torn country. But while its domestic challenges are a long journey and the country continues to be a testing ground for all manner of Kremlin aggression, Ukrainians are also rightly proud of having built the world’s boldest laboratory for approaches to combating corruption that exceed even Western standards. Ukrainian dekleptification is organized around four pillars that are mirrored by sections of this guide: civil society and media support, transparent mechanisms, accountability institutions, and inclusive growth.

PRE-WINDOW SUPPORT FOR CIVIL SOCIETY AND MEDIA

Before Ukraine’s window opened in 2014, USAID was already the largest international donor to Ukrainian civil society. A single program, the 2008-2016 Ukraine National Initiatives to Enhance Reforms (UNITER) project, supported 412 Ukrainian NGO campaigns representing a wide variety of citizens’ interests. These included democracy promotion, human rights, watchdog and monitoring functions, and policy advocacy. UNITER awarded more subgrants dedicated to anti-corruption than those focused on any other topic. And it brought the many disparate civic actors across Ukraine’s civil society together in voicing concerns about kleptocracy.

Meanwhile, USAID’s flagship 2011-2018 Ukrainian media project (U-Media) was a crucial supporter of press rights under Yanukovych’s repressive rule. U-Media awarded subgrants to watchdogs who monitor threats to journalists, advocates for a free media enabling environment, providers of legal aid for journalists, professional associations and institutes that build outlets’ organizational capacity, and outlets that conduct investigative reporting. These partners played integral roles in supporting the investigative journalists behind the biggest pre-window corruption exposés, from Nashi Groshi’s probes into public procurement to Ukrainska Pravda’s investigation of Yanukovych’s luxurious Mezhyhirya residence.

USAID’s civil society partners dedicated to accountability—like Transparency International-Ukraine, the Anti-Corruption Action Center (AntAC), Center UA, the Media Law Institute, and others—would follow up on these investigative reports by going to court to challenge the corrupt deals and defend the journalists. After compiling dossiers on Western enablers who handled the money
stolen by Yanukovych and his cronies, AntAC traveled to those Western countries, connected with Ukrainian diaspora groups based there, and organized advocacy for sanctions and anti-money laundering enforcement actions. When thugs hired by Yanukovych’s party beat up two journalists, multiple U-Media partners worked with journalists to organize a Stop Censorship! movement that successfully pressured the government to prosecute the assailants and got the parliament to enact a press freedom law. Several of USAID’s partners worked on the CHESNO movement to advance a fair election process, which was inspired by a successful Romanian experience. The U.S. Embassy in Kyiv hosted TechCamp trainings to help civil society activists make full use of social media. State-INL also funded citizen groups and journalists who investigated grand corruption under Yanukovich. All this civil society and media programming helped empower enthusiastic citizens trying to improve their own communities. When Yanukovych rejected a popular free trade agreement with the EU in favor of opaque dealings with Russia, an organic Ukrainian anti-corruption revolt (see image) ended up pressuring Yanukovych to flee to Russia in 2014, opening a historic window of opportunity for dekleptification reforms.

At that point, the six years UNITER had spent convening civil society experts and supporting network nodes paid off handsomely. One UNITER-supported coalition, the Reanimation Package of Reforms, organized 150 Ukrainian experts into thematic working groups and pooled their policy proposals into a reform roadmap (see images on page 28). The power of so many NGOs speaking with one voice strongly legitimized the roadmap. The coalition used the 2014 parliamentary election as an opportunity to get the eight main political blocs to endorse it. They then continued advocating even after more than 80 recommended laws were enacted. As new specialized challenges arose, the working groups developed into permanent issue-based coalitions, each uniting roughly 20 NGOs. The result of this focused policy advocacy has been a sweeping reform program that offers a dekleptification model for other reformers in the region.
PUBLIC TRANSPARENCY

The most novel contribution of the Ukrainian model of dekleptification has been radically expanding the degree to which the government collects, and opens to the public, an expansive array of electronic data sources about who owns what in the country and how state resources are spent. This movement followed the pre-2014 years of watchdog probes and journalistic investigations into grand corruption invariably running into dead ends in the forms of anonymously owned shell companies, mansions with mysterious owners, obscure public procurement bulletins, politicians lying about their wealth, and banks turning a blind eye.162 Between 2014 and 2016, several groundbreaking transparency mechanisms shrunk the space for corruption:

- **Asset declarations:** As discussed in a previous text box, Ukrainian public officials must file annual electronic declarations of their income and assets that are sweeping in scope and strictly enforced. The National Agency on Corruption Prevention (NACP) was established to collect, verify, and publish asset declarations (see image). The idea is to catch and deter illicit enrichment by leaving corrupt figures who remain in public office only with options that could bring severe consequences: refuse to disclose, lie in disclosures, or submit disclosures about ill-gotten wealth or income. Legal and enforcement loopholes related to any of these options would undermine the entire system, so the devil was in the details. The lack of options for corrupt officials fueled monumental resistance, including more than ten ultimately unsuccessful attempts to postpone the legislation, water it down, block the issuance of security clearance certificates, co-opt the NACP, and get the Constitutional...
Court to legalize illicit enrichment and false statements. After the asset declaration regime was established, the NACP became a tool for political manipulation and persecution of opponents, while reform opponents enacted a law extending declarations to anti-corruption civil society activists. Throughout this struggle, USAID and other U.S. government partners engaged at all levels with Ukrainian government officials, lawmakers, local activists, and other donors. International donors coordinated to reinforce each other’s conditions and hold up loan processes until conditionality was met. That often meant delaying loans for many months to prove to Kyiv that the international community would not allow them to fudge this reform. As soon as loans would get disbursed, donor leverage would decline and the Ukrainian government would backtrack, causing the U.S. Ambassador to insist on urgent follow through in urgent meetings with all relevant officials, from the head of the NACP to the Office of the President. USAID listened to key reformers share concerns about declarations becoming political weapons wielded by government actors resisting reform. That caused USAID to publicly withdraw its support for the NACP until new leadership was in place. The strongest leverage came from the EU-Ukraine visa free regime package. All this work paid off with Ukraine developing one of the world’s most comprehensive systems of asset declarations. AntAC says, “Among all transparency-related reforms which took place after the Revolution of Dignity, the system of electronic disclosure of assets and income of public officials is the most instrumental source of information to monitor the lifestyle of public officials. The information submitted there serves as the basis for multiple journalistic and official anti-corruption investigations.”

• **Ownership registries:** Ukraine built state-of-the-art government databases revealing the ultimate beneficial owners of Ukrainian properties, vehicles, land, and legal entities. For example, the real estate registry became one of the most advanced in the world, with user-friendly two-way functionality to look up either who owns a property or what properties are owned by a person. In 2015, Ukraine became the first country in the world to launch a public registry of beneficial owners behind corporate entities registered in the country (see image). Many EU countries either do not have public registries in place or keep them beyond paywalls, registration requirements, or cumbersome search parameters. By contrast, Ukraine made its beneficial ownership data easily accessible by making it available for bulk download through a dedicated API website, integrating the data into the Open Ownership register linking multiple countries (the first country to ever take this step), and enabling it to be combined with other data sources. USAID provided core funding to the organizations involved in this effort, as well as NGOs like AntAC and others that have evaluated data.
quality, integrated the beneficial ownership data into datasets of politically exposed persons and asset declarations, and used the combined sources to conduct investigations into oligarchic business empires that have resulted in criminal charges.  

- **PEP databases**: Some Ukrainian exposure and prevention innovations are not built by the government per se, just based on official data. AntAC used machine-readable state databases, including the entities registry and asset declarations, to create and maintain the world’s first-ever national public database of politically exposed persons (PEPs; see image on page 60). AntAC’s PEP database includes dossiers on some 50,000 PEPs, as well as their family members and close associates. It also includes records on 32,000 of their affiliated legal entities. The website is used monthly by more than 100,000 unique users worldwide (mostly bank compliance officers), while dozens of financial institutions and major compliance companies have subscribed for machine-readable access to the PEP database. Given that banks and other financial institutions need to conduct enhanced due diligence on PEPs and their source of funds, now that they have this easily accessible way to check whether a customer is affiliated with a Ukrainian political figure, it is harder to launder the proceeds of corruption out of Ukraine.  

- **Procurement**: Since the 2016 launch of the ProZorro (“transparency” in Ukrainian; see image) electronic procurement system, Ukraine has had the world’s most transparent system of public procurement. ProZorro was developed through an unprecedented collaboration between businesses, the government, civil society, and international donors such as USAID. This one-stop platform for the entire Ukrainian government publicizes procurement solicitations, shares requests for proposals, and allows reverse auctions (in which prices are bid lower and lower). ProZorro has been accompanied by DoZorro (“watchdog” in Ukrainian; see image), which was launched by Transparency International-Ukraine. DoZorro is a community of civic actors and public buyers who analyze state data, flag high-risk tenders and irregularities, and submit grievances to public authorities. This system of award-winning transparency, competitiveness, harmonization with the EU, and cancellation of illegal tenders has successfully helped expand the universe of Ukrainian government vendors from 14,000 to 200,000, defund corrupt patronage networks, and save the Ukrainian government some $6 billion since 2017. USAID has been deeply involved in support for ProZorro and DoZorro, with substantial programming dedicated to providing expertise about enabling laws and implementing decrees throughout the development process, as well as ongoing support for hardware, software, and training.
INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTABILITY

- **Specialized anti-corruption institutions:** Drawing from Romania’s experience, a top priority of Ukrainian reformers after the Revolution of Dignity was the establishment of politically independent agencies responsible for the complete rule-of-law process as it relates to grand corruption. That spans prevention, investigation, prosecution, courts, and asset recovery. USAID, State-INL, and U.S. law enforcement were actively involved in helping Ukraine establish its National Agency on Corruption Prevention (NACP), National Anti-Corruption Bureau (NABU), Specialized Anti-Corruption Prosecutor’s Office (SAPO), High Anti-Corruption Court (HACC), Asset Recovery and Management Agency (ARMA), and other agencies. But the most important lesson from the Ukrainian experience is that establishing these agencies is only the beginning. Their effective implementation depends greatly on the institution’s leader. Until the point when the broader public understands and believes in these institutions sufficiently to form a resilient virtuous circle, political elites will need constant monitoring and swift pressure from the international community. USAID-Ukraine assembled a well-informed and rapidly responding network of capable partners to safeguard the independence of these new anti-corruption institutions. Partners ranged from local NGOs operating on their own initiative to U.S. contractors providing specialized awareness, analysis, lobbying, and other support. They helped monitor and influence the whole cycle of institutional establishment and implementation: drafting legislation, advocating in parliament, participating in leadership selection, helping build capacity, warning about legal attacks, explaining the issues to the public, and otherwise protecting the specialized bodies from undue political influence. An example of a positive result is NABU (see image). The bureau was established as an independent corruption investigative agency by a law enacted in October 2014, became operational in 2015 with the appointment of a director with integrity, received ample capacity development support from State-INL, and by the end of 2016 had hired a staff of 541 and sent more than 50 cases to court. Ever since then, corrupt elements have relentlessly tried to remove NABU’s director and undermine the agency’s powers by advancing legislation (to limit its jurisdiction, cut its authorities in the criminal process, make it easier to fire the director without cause, expose it to political influence, etc.), use corrupt
general prosecutors to flood NABU with thousands of cold cases, file groundless lawsuits against NABU’s director, and wage disinformation campaigns (which NABU cannot respond to because they involve ongoing cases). These attacks only failed thanks to the day-to-day monitoring, vocal warnings, and quick interventions from USAID’s partners, as well as active and powerful backup from Washington and the broader international community. There were other positive cases beyond NABU, such as SAPO, HACC, and the second composition of NACP. For all these bodies, successful institutional establishment and leadership selection often only happened because of strict international conditionality, such as the EU-Ukraine visa free regime package or IMF loans. But there were also less successful cases, such as ARMA, the Supreme Court, and the first composition of the NACP. Those implementation processes generally did not get sufficient attention from civil society and the international community, causing serious setbacks for Ukrainian dekleptification. USAID saw these uneven results and learned that the single most decisive factor is international involvement in leadership selection (given how dependent these independent institutions are upon the personality at the top and thus how easily they can be co-opted). In response, USAID tailored new programming to flexibly direct support to whichever new Ukrainian government anti-corruption institutions need it most at any point in time (see text box on page 64). The person who feels the most threatened by these independent dekleptification agencies and the civic actors who support them is Vladimir Putin. He took the time in his February 21 speech ahead of his unprovoked invasion of Ukraine to call out the key institutions by name (NABU, SAPO, HACC, and two judicial governance bodies) and air his grievances about their leadership selection processes and support from the United States and NGOs, betraying a granular degree of knowledge about Ukrainian dekleptification institutions that would certainly exceed that of the average Ukrainian citizen. There is no better evidence that these institutions are an essential battlefield in the struggle between kleptocracy and independent sovereignty in Ukraine and beyond.
Support to Anti-Corruption Champion Institutions (SACCI) Project

In 2015 and 2016, activists and donors were so focused on establishing NABU and SAPO that there was insufficient monitoring of the process of selecting leadership for the NACP, the agency responsible for setting anti-corruption policy and administering asset declarations. International organizations were only empowered to observe in the NACP leadership selection process, as opposed to the later HACC model of vetoing corrupt candidates. NGO representation was hijacked by government-organized non-governmental organizations (GONGOs). The result was that only one of five selected commissioners was independent. Due to that, the NACP was co-opted as a tool to persecute political opponents and sabotage reform efforts. This caused the U.S. government to withdraw assistance from the NACP. At that point, in 2017, USAID-Ukraine established SACCI as its flagship five-year anti-corruption program. Its goal is to “support anti-corruption champions,” and it can flexibly decide which of those champions need support throughout the duration of the project. When the NACP’s leadership model was reformed from a commission to an agency head, SACCI led multi-donor support for the selection process involving independent international and civil society experts on the selection commission.

The SACCI project also more broadly builds the institutional capacity of Ukraine’s specialized anti-corruption bodies by conducting monitoring, advocacy, analysis, and communications in collaboration with other USAID-supported partners. It often surges support toward whatever leadership selection process or institutional initiative is most critical for Ukraine’s dekleptification architecture. Since 2017, SACCI has supported the implementation of the asset declaration system, established Ukraine’s (and Eastern Europe’s) first anti-corruption master’s degree program with a local university to build a cadre of anti-corruption experts to staff the new specialized anti-corruption institutions, helped launch the PolitData political finance reporting portal in partnership with IFES, and developed the NACP’s cutting-edge whole-of-government unified whistleblower reporting portal. SACCI also brought new lessons learned, like how naming “corruption” so explicitly in a project title will make it a lightning rod that will be attacked by opponents of reform (a challenge avoided with other important USAID-Ukraine programs such as Transparency and Accountability in Public Administration and Services or TAPAS).

Most recently, SACCI is demonstrating the importance of having flexible programming in place when national crises transform dekleptification needs. When Russia invaded Ukraine in February 2022, SACCI’s project team leveraged its relationships with IT companies and the Ministry of Digital Transformation to help specialized anti-corruption agencies such as ARMA and the NACP upload their data to the cloud and buy IT equipment. That enabled them to secure their data and continue working outside of Kyiv. SACCI is helping the independent enforcement agencies develop authorities and capacities needed to pivot toward freezing and seizing Russian-owned assets in Ukraine. SACCI is similarly supporting Ukraine’s anti-corruption NGOs as they turn toward tabulating damaged infrastructure, advocating for international assistance, tracing and seizing assets of sanctioned individuals, and assessing corruption risks related to reconstruction of Ukraine. Finally, SACCI is working with a network of reformers—spanning civil society and public institutions—to start developing a common approach to setting up the infrastructure to handle billions in rebuilding aid without it being diverted into corruption, ensuring transparency, integrity, and accountability of the overall process.
Judicial vetting: Another lesson learned by Ukraine has been the risk of putting off for too long structural reforms to the bodies that govern the ordinary judicial system. Between 2014 and 2019, the international donor community concentrated their conditionality on the establishment of the parallel system of specialized independent agencies dedicated to grand corruption. That focus helped Ukrainians produce impartial results quickly and avoided accusations of infringements upon sovereignty. But it also overlooked the long and hard work of top-down reforms to the regular court system. That approach turned out to endanger those independent agencies when corrupt officials used ordinary courts to file venal lawsuits meant to obstruct NABU investigations and SAPO prosecutions. The high-water mark for that kind of sabotage came in 2019, when corrupt officials got the Constitutional Court of Ukraine to decriminalize illicit enrichment. That got the attention of reformers in Kyiv and internationally, who belatedly made high-level judicial reform their top priority. This has required extending an approach that worked well with HACC selections to also apply to processes of vetting candidates to lead Ukraine’s judicial governance bodies (which select and oversee ordinary Ukrainian judges). The problem is that until courts are deeply reformed to be truly free and independent of corrupt judges, rule-of-law programming and judicial standards that work fine elsewhere are inappropriate for dekleptification. Without proper safeguards, traditional rule-of-law assistance focused on technical capacity enhancements—training existing judges, providing codes of conduct, sharing software systems, paying for courtroom equipment, etc.—risks inadvertently strengthening judicial tools that get abused for corrupt purposes. Another risk is that the Council of Europe’s traditional principle that candidates to be judges should be vetted by bodies of their peers is not an approach that works when many of those peers are corrupt. Instead, innovative Ukrainian laws require that judges who serve on the HACC are only selected by Ukrainian judicial governance bodies after the judicial candidates are vetted and approved by the Public Council of International Experts. That body is composed of six foreign experts with impeccable reputations, having been nominated by international organizations (including the Council of Europe, the EU, the European Anti-Fraud Office, the OECD, and the EBRD) and invited to weigh in by the Ukrainian government. A Ukrainian judicial governance body provides these foreign experts with dossiers of candidates’ asset declarations and memos from NABU, which they can supplement from other documentary evidence and witness testimonies. In addition to helping draft the relevant laws, USAID and other international donors helped write the rules and procedures, fund the work of the secretariats, and provide administrative and analytical assistance to the foreign experts. If at least three of the six foreign experts have “reasonable doubt” about the integrity of a candidate, they can block their candidacy. Critically, the foreign experts have a decisive role with binding power, rather than a mere recommendation or observer status. To protect Ukrainian sovereignty, this novel approach to judicial vetting (authorized by Ukrainian law...
and compliant with Ukraine’s constitution) leaves it to purely domestic judicial governance bodies to decide which candidates to ultimately select from within the pool of high-integrity candidates vetted (and not vetoed) by the foreign experts. After a few years of mixed outcomes in Kyiv (with disappointments like the Supreme Court selections) and steadfast advocacy by Ukrainian reformers, the Council of Europe’s Venice Commission became open to these innovations. The Venice Commission positively evaluated the HACC’s approach to international involvement in judicial vetting as justified and consistent with European conceptions of national sovereignty. Extending this approach to comprehensive reforms of the broader judicial system was a pledge made by President Volodymyr Zelenskyy in his 2019 election campaign. It was also a condition of IMF lending and a feature of both the EU-Ukraine macro-financial assistance agreement and the Ukrainian rule-of-law roadmap of the G7 Ambassadors Reform Support Group. In 2021, Ukraine delivered by enacting laws applying the HACC approach (six-member vetting panels with three foreign experts who can block candidates on the basis of integrity) to Ukraine’s two judicial governance bodies responsible for selecting, overseeing, and dismissing Ukrainian judges: the High Council of Justice and the High Qualification Commission of Judges. These were the two judicial governance bodies that Putin named when criticizing judicial selection processes in his February 21 speech about Ukraine. Again, Putin’s attention to that degree of institutional detail suggests that he sees both geopolitical benefits to having corruptible judges in Ukraine and domestic political threats associated with Ukrainians proving that any country can build the rule of law.

- **Police reform:** In late 2014, just months after Ukraine’s reviled Soviet-style police force shot and killed more than 100 protesters and Yanukovych fled the country, the new reformist government needed to start generating quick and salient results. So Ukraine granted citizenship to and hired the key Georgian officials who had successfully reformed the Georgian police force after the Rose Revolution. Kyiv empowered the Georgians to similarly overhaul the Ukrainian police system. State-INL, DOJ-ICITAP, and other U.S. departments and international donors dedicated extensive funding, training, equipment, and technical assistance to Ukrainian police reform. Ukraine quickly built a new 16,000-strong Patrol Police across 26 cities. Police officers were hired almost exclusively from among educated, civic-minded, young Ukrainian speakers who had not previously served in law enforcement. They wear uniforms donated by the United States and earn official salaries three times higher than Ukraine’s militsiya (legacy police who made most of their money through corruption). The new officers were trained by international instructors at Ukraine’s first Patrol Police Academy in Kyiv, which is currently expanding throughout the country. Existing police officers were subject to polygraph tests and investigations into their personal wealth, as well as a vetting process that included interviewing for their jobs before re-attestation commissions based in communities around the country and staffed by local anti-corruption and human rights activists. About 10 percent of the police force was fired. Separately, hundreds of community police forces were trained and assigned to the territorial units created in the decentralization process. In just three years, the public perception of corruption in Ukraine’s police force dropped from 90 percent to 7 percent, making police reform one of Ukraine’s most visible reforms since the Revolution of Dignity.

**Inclusive Growth**

- **Market competition:** When observers from the U.S. Embassy in Kyiv walked into the Maidan and talked to protestors in December 2013, they met small business owners held back by corruption. As a typical example, an owner of a few auto repair shops in central
Ukraine complained, “I spend most of my time trying to look unprofitable to ward off the racketeers and crooked tax guys. It’s not too hard—lots of the time, with all the bribes I pay, my business really is unprofitable. So what’s the business licensing process like in America? At how many points do American businessmen need to pay bribes for imports? I’d be happy just to have a single point at which to pay one bribe—that would be fine. It’s the different levels of bribes that really kill you. You pay off one guy, but somehow don’t realize that you later need to pay off his boss too, and you hadn’t budgeted for that.”

Since the Revolution of Dignity, while corruption has certainly not been eliminated, the Ukrainian private sector has thrived as the country has developed a business culture committed to market competition under the rule of law. Businesses take advantage of EU trade agreements, implement ESG (environmental, social, and governance) and CSR (corporate social responsibility) programs, build new business associations and issue advocacy groups, and even support genuine civil society organizations (beyond just creating astroturf organizations to serve their own needs). Several USAID programs help Ukrainian businesses achieve their potential. For example, the Competitive Economy Program helps business startups and small and medium enterprises become more competitive in domestic and international markets (see image). USAID has recently helped the Ukrainian government to: introduce an electronic disclosure and reporting system for publicly listed companies; create institutions to facilitate transparent and efficient asset trading; and develop a bond market. USAID has also worked with Ukrainians to build a well-regulated financial sector. And USAID’s Competitive Markets Program deploys advisors from the U.S. Federal Trade Commission and Justice Department to provide technical assistance to the Anti-Monopoly Committee (Ukraine’s antitrust body), as well as to support the enabling environment and address anti-competitive conduct. In some cases, like the nationalization of Firtash’s stake in a titanium plant, SAPO has been able to take assets away from oligarchs. But additional
legal authorities could help deoligarchize more systematically. In 2021, Ukraine enacted a law aiming to curb the excessive influence of oligarchs in society. The law defined an oligarch as anyone who meets at least three of four conditions: they take part in political life, have assets worth more than $87 million, have significant influence over the media, and are a beneficial owner of a Ukrainian monopoly.\(^{200}\) Under the 2021 law, oligarchs need to declare their assets and are prohibited from financing political parties or engaging in privatization (while government officials need to disclose their contacts with oligarchs). Ukraine could build on that helpful three-of-four definition to advance framework legislation that would truly help deoligarchize. Such legislation might require oligarchs to divest their ownership of Ukrainian monopolies and media assets—or face confiscation if their wealth is proven to have been obtained through corrupt means or otherwise involved in a criminal enterprise—until they no longer meet the definition of an oligarch. It could also reform the Anti-Monopoly Committee. And of course, any such laws should be constitutionally sound, conform with Venice Commission opinions, and bestow as little discretion as possible in the hands of political officials, lest they abuse power to target the interests of political rivals or their oligarchic patrons.

- **Sectoral integration**: USAID funded many governance programs focused on the Ukrainian development sectors that were most egregiously exploited by Russian and Ukrainian oligarchs. This sectorally targeted yet cross-cutting approach to identifying development objectives broke new ground for USAID in two ways. First, corruption was named as an existential threat requiring an integrated response. Second, a third country (Russia) was named as a threat needing attention to achieve development results.\(^{201}\) Integrating the Russia threat across sectors set up targeted USAID assistance, such as preparations that enabled Ukraine to successfully disconnect from the Russian power grid on the eve of the February 2022 invasion. It has helped avoid the fate of Georgia, where domestic reforms were done well but undermined by foreign-backed corruption. In terms of Ukraine's second existential threat, corruption, elevating it to a standalone development objective teed up USAID's technical offices to contribute anti-corruption work. From there, USAID-Ukraine coordinated with offices beyond Democracy and Governance—to also include experts from USAID components ranging from Global Health to Economic Growth, Education and Environment—to further drive impactful systemic reforms that also touched on the everyday lives of Ukrainians. Key sectoral integration initiatives included usage of ProZorro for pharmaceutical procurement, transparency in land market transactions, reforms to state-owned enterprises, checks on insider abuse and opaque dealings in the financial system, e-governance at the Ministry of Education, and a comprehensive enabling environment for transparent competition in the energy sector (from ending hidden energy subsidies and dependence upon Russia to vigorously reforming corporate governance at Ukrainian energy giant Naftogaz).\(^{202}\) These essential dekleptification reforms were closely coordinated with other U.S. departments and agencies, Ukrainian civil society, and other international donors such as the IMF, World Bank, EBRD, European Investment Bank, and EU. For example, when setting conditions for a U.S. loan guarantee, the White House National Security Council would convene the interagency to hear from USAID about reform deliverables sought by Ukrainian civil society, from the Commerce Department about reforms that would attract foreign direct investment, from State about diplomatic feasibility, and from Treasury about deliverables that the IMF or other donors were prioritizing. In some cases, such as Naftogaz corporate governance reforms, the Energy Department would bring specialized expertise and the U.S. government would work particularly closely with the European Union and other deeply engaged stakeholders to ensure donors were reinforcing each other's initiatives.
Decentralization: One of Ukraine’s most important governance reforms since 2014 has been to shift power and resources away from the old regional and local administrative system inherited from the Soviet Union. The usual challenge with decentralization is that it is hard to safeguard funds and exercise oversight over so many localities with deeply entrenched corruption. Instead, Ukraine innovated a mode of decentralization fit for dekleptification by creating new territorial governance units. Communities voluntarily self-organized to merge small local municipalities into more responsive territorial units. These new units were allocated a higher share of tax revenues along with accompanying responsibilities such as education, health, and policing. Thus, decentralization reallocated resources and responsibilities toward local communities and away from legacy Soviet governance organs that were run as opaque fiefdoms controlled by oligarchs and mobsters through vast clientelistic networks. In addition to reducing opportunities for corruption and improving delivery of salient public services, decentralization deprives Russia of regional power centers in Ukraine it could target to take over an entire region, like the Simferopol, Donetsk, and Luhansk oblasts in 2014. Instead, where Russian forces have overtaken Ukrainian territorial units in 2022, they have continued to face guerilla attacks by volunteer resistance fighters defending their communities and civic protests by Russian-speaking locals who proudly rally to defend their mayors and other local elected officials. This demonstrates that Ukraine has paradoxically strengthened its state by devolving power. This more transparent, accountable, participatory, communal, responsive, legitimate, sovereign, and secure governing system could serve as a model for other post-Soviet countries. USAID has funded several programs dedicated to supporting the entirety of Ukrainian society as it makes decentralization work throughout the country. This has included helping the federal government adopt and implement the enabling legislation based on local input, increasing the resources and capacity of territorial units to carry out their responsibilities, and increasing the involvement of local residents and NGOs in decision-making and oversight. Decentralization has also highlighted the need for the international community to protect civil society in the ways described in this guide, as the old guard—which has much to lose from decentralization—has sometimes responded by attacking exposed activists outside of Kyiv.

Digitization, e-services, and open data: A salient way to reduce opportunities for corruption and deliver tangible benefits to everyday citizens is to digitize state services. USAID’s TAPAS activity is jointly funded by UKaid and implemented by Eurasia Foundation (see image on page 70). It has partnered with the Ministry of Digital Transformation and other social and economic sector line ministries to launch 28 e-services in Ukraine. These have simplified and digitalized the processes of obtaining pandemic relief payments, unemployment benefits, disability certificates, fire safety certificates, vehicle registration and license plates, water usage permits, certain medical licenses, construction permits, and other government services. TAPAS also works with all 18 Ukrainian central government ministries and at least 35 large municipalities to make hundreds of government datasets publicly available. Supporting the digital transformation of Ukraine’s historically most corrupt sectors has been an effective way for USAID to help reduce corruption during moments of lower political will. When government support for hallmark anti-corruption reforms was lacking, USAID was able to support non-political, technical IT interventions, including e-Services, digital registries, and open data, which boosted public sector inclusivity and reduced corruption in public administration.
• **Continued investments in civil society and media, who need protection:**

Throughout Ukraine’s window of opportunity, USAID continued to roll out a steady stream of new projects dedicated to civil society and media. Picking up where UNITER left off in 2016, USAID’s Enhance Non-Governmental Actors and Grassroots Engagement (ENGAGE) project inspires greater local-led anti-corruption initiatives and provides stable, multi-year core funding to key USAID civil society partners fighting against corruption. Other new projects improve the social and political environment for civil society, strengthen the role of media in democratic processes, increase awareness among Ukrainian media professionals about the Ukraine-EU Association Agreement, and help expand citizens’ access to quality information to counter malign influence and support European integration. But anti-corruption change agents need more than funding and technical advice, particularly in the context of dekleptification. Unlike anti-corruption in consolidated democracies—where corrupt officials can be peacefully voted out of office—kleptocrats and oligarchs often see dekleptification as a threat not only to their ill-gotten fortunes and business empires but also to their lives. Ever since around 2016, courageous Ukrainian anti-corruption activists have been targeted in a series of dangerous attacks. The worst incident was the violent acid attack that ended up killing Kateryna Handzyuk, an activist who had exposed corruption in her hometown of Kherson. The home of Vitaliy Shabunin, the head of AntAC’s executive board, was burned down by arsonists when his parents were in the house. Separately, explosives were later left outside his parents and in-laws’ houses. Phone calls to USAID’s partners have threatened them, their families, and their businesses. Other attacks have taken the form of smear campaigns, cyber attacks, vexatious lawsuits, unfounded criminal charges, and physical intimidation. These represent threats and attacks that endanger not only specific individuals and their families, but also the entire enterprise of a free world where societies can peacefully pursue their sovereign destinies without fear of bullies. As discussed previously in this guide, building out a stronger protective ecosystem for activists and
journalists is a major objective of USAID’s new Empowering Anti-Corruption Change Agents Program.

- **Recovery and reconstruction:** As of this writing, in September 2022, U.S. wartime assistance for Ukraine makes the United States the country’s top donor for security assistance, humanitarian aid, food security, and direct budget support. At the same time, USAID is also investing in the development of a strategic framework to support a recovery and reconstruction process that is transparent, accountable, and inclusive. Such a framework will aim to do the following: integrate rebuilding with Ukraine’s transparency mechanisms and anti-corruption institutions built over the past eight years; consolidate these gains in democratic governance reform; incorporate the lessons learned through the process of implementing Ukrainian dekleptification; empower civil society to play a strong role shaping and overseeing the flow of funds; prioritize Ukrainian-owned approaches and institutional capacities; avoid creating parallel structures to local systems; avoid enriching new or existing oligarchs; support small and medium enterprises; create local middle-class jobs; build a digital economy; deliver services essential to dignity and wellbeing such as health care; update Ukrainian energy and industrial infrastructure for low-carbon competition in Europe; and prioritize transformational opportunities for leapfrogging, catalytic, or last-mile interventions. USAID is collaborating on this work with U.S. interagency partners, the Ukrainian government, civil society, international donors, the private sector, and other key contributors. Together, the international community must deploy the full breadth of aid modalities, diplomacy, entrepreneurism, policymaking, and other resources toward supporting a historic process that recovers not just from a brutal war but also from a legacy of kleptocracy. This work is essential both to safeguarding U.S. tax dollars and to the very democracy for which Ukrainians are sacrificing.

**CONCLUSION: THE UKRAINIAN MODEL**

Dekleptification is not for the faint hearted. The world’s most powerful kleptocrats and oligarchs fight back as if their lives and fortunes are on the line. Combatting kleptocracy requires monumental support before and during a historic window of opportunity, unprecedented reforms that show the world what responsive governance can look like, a vigilant network of partners monitoring day-to-day implementation, and concerted diplomatic pressure as corrupt elements endlessly try to thwart reforms. American leadership might even have to culminate in rallying the free world to stand by the country when it faces existential threats meant to forcefully restore the corrupt system. But if done well, dekleptification is not only the way to reclaim sovereignty and pursue an independent destiny. It also builds a great power that soon grows fierce enough to stand its ground on the battlefield against a larger neighboring kleptocracy.

The Ukrainian model of dekleptification involves 13 steps taken by USAID, its Ukrainian reform partners, and other development practitioners:

1. **Invest heavily in media and civil society before the window:** Fund, train, assist, connect, and otherwise support expansive networks of journalists, activists, lawyers, experts, and other enthusiastic citizens trying to free their communities from kleptocracy through courageous reporting, monitoring, oversight, advocacy, and other forms of civic participation.

2. **Lay the groundwork for a sweeping and radical roadmap of legislative reforms:** Cultivate civil society coalitions that rapidly assemble a platform of dekleptification reforms incubated over the years by reform experts throughout the country (like the Reanimation
Package of Reforms), as well as the advocacy infrastructure to get the roadmap endorsed and adopted as soon as the window opens.

3. **Support police reform to immediately begin showing the public results:** Bring in accomplished police reformers from similar front-line countries to build an entirely new force of street police—with new hires, academies, community policing systems, and more—and institute exacting re-attestation throughout the rest of the country’s police system.

4. **Build the most transparent political-economic system in the world:** Innovate and institutionalize the world’s first public beneficial ownership registry, most transparent public procurement system, most comprehensive and well-enforced asset declarations, first public database of politically exposed persons, and other cutting-edge digitalization—all with active collaboration across civil society, international donors, business leaders, government reformers, and other actors.

5. **Stimulate inclusive growth by fostering competitive markets:** Build a new progressive business culture dedicated to market competition under the rule of law. Help honest entrepreneurs fuel broad-based economic growth by opening access to the EU and other markets, designing reforms and commercial diplomacy meant to attract foreign direct investment, developing well-functioning market infrastructure, reforming state-owned enterprises, and establishing sound economic governance.

6. **Focus on the most corrupt sectors:** Together with a broad coalition of U.S. and international agencies, integrate sweeping anti-corruption overhauls in the economic and social sectors most abused by oligarchs to enrich themselves and fund political projects. These may include energy, health, education, land, customs, and finance. Build new decentralized territorial governance structures that put authority and resources in the hands of local elected officials.

7. **Stand up specialized anti-corruption institutions covering the whole rule-of-law process as it relates to grand corruption:** Authorize, establish, empower, fund, staff, train, safeguard, defend, and promote a specialized independent judicial system comprised of an investigative bureau, prosecutor’s office, high court, and other bodies with exclusive jurisdiction over cases of grand corruption. Simultaneously initiate reform of the ordinary courts.

8. **Thoughtfully welcome international involvement in the vetting of judges and the leadership of independent agencies:** Set up a legitimately sovereign system (authorized under domestic law and leaving final selections to domestic authorities) of inviting foreign experts with impeccable reputations to evaluate the integrity of candidates to become judges or leaders of specialized enforcement agencies. Empower these foreign experts to block candidates whose integrity they reasonably doubt.

9. **Concentrate informed rapid-response networks and flexible civil-society programming on new challenges that arise:** While continuing to support journalists and activists, assemble well-informed networks of highly capable NGOs, consultants, and new program partners. Surge their monitoring, analysis, advocacy, lobbying, communications, and other work toward whatever parts of the new institutional architecture become most vulnerable to lackluster implementation or other dangers.

10. **Use international conditionality to continually pressure the government to fulfill its commitments:** Informed by the day-to-day monitoring of civil society and local insights from USAID, coordinate across the interagency and donor community to continually condition international benefits (IMF loans, U.S. loan guarantees, EU financial assistance, EU...
visa liberalization, etc.) upon delivery of concrete and durable milestones. Withholding loans until reforms are delivered will be necessary regularly.

11. **Be ready for corrupt elements at home and abroad to endlessly fight back with every trick in the book:** Build the local monitoring and diplomatic pressure tools to rapidly and decisively respond when corrupt officials advance poison-pill legislation, file vexatious lawsuits, weaponize corrupt general prosecutors, block administrative processes, order physical or cyber attacks, propagate disinformation, and wield other subversive or menacing tactics against reformers.

12. **Stay the course through U.S. political transitions:** Amid shifts in the prioritization of anti-corruption and democracy by different U.S. administrations, insulate dekleptification efforts by integrating them into sectoral programs and new priorities, structuring long-term programming cycles, lashing up with reliable allies and multilateral bodies, and relying upon strong bipartisan support in Congress.

13. **Lead the free world to provide unprecedented support if a foreign kleptocracy invades:** Be prepared to rally the international community to the country’s side with unprecedented military, humanitarian, and financial support in the event that a hostile foreign power makes the grave mistake of underestimating the fortitude of a country that is achieving a virtuous circle of dekleptification.

These lessons would be important for any Mission operating before or during a window of opportunity. But they will also remain as essential as ever in Ukraine itself as it prepares for the journey of rebuilding its war-torn country. Billions in foreign assistance will need to be safeguarded from corrupt actors. Rather than letting recovery assistance recapitalize old oligarchs or seed new ones, Ukraine has an opportunity to do far more than reconstruct physical infrastructure. Rebuilding offers a new window of opportunity to make history. Seizing it would require reprising the strategies that made the first eight years of this window successful: strong civil society, well-informed political analysis, restructured sectors, inclusive growth through competitive markets, empowered territorial units, digitized transparency, independent enforcement, international involvement in leadership selection, and strict international conditionality on funding. This next stage of Ukrainian dekleptification offers a chance to fully deoligarchize the political economy, build a modern state unrecognizable from its Soviet legacy, teach the world new lessons in fields like urban planning, initiate a historic inbound flow of foreign direct investment, maintain broad societal cohesion within Ukraine, realize the civic dreams of the Revolution of Dignity, and inspire peoples everywhere to relegate kleptocracy to the dustbin of history.

---
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